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AVST has been enhancing campus communications

for three decades. We have extensive experience in
making the most of your current infrastructure while
providing you with your best options for the future.
Visit our educational campus resource center at:
www. avst. com/education

AVST is

Unifying Com munications

To learn more, visit:
www. avst. co m/ed u cati on

Protect your past and define your future with AVST.
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Willingness to take that extra
step to
m ake the u n ive rs ity bette
r_wheth e r
it's so m eth i n g s pecifi cal ty
assig n ed
to me or my identifying and
taking
on "other duties,, not being covered
by someone else-has helped get

Chris Fulkerson
Assistant Vice president
for Technology/Cl 0
Elon Universlty

me to the position I now hotd. you
never hear a senior staff member

say, "Not my job.,,
Like many of

my

peers,

my greatest

Doug West

challenges relate to the administra_
tive demands of a large lT organiza_

Assrstant Vice president,
Telecom, Multimedia
User Services

tion. Budgeting, project planning,

University of Richmond

rveyi ng/assessi n g, etc., an d al I
take a great amount of time. lt,s
easy
su

to get stuck behind the desk and
become a litile disconnected from
what's happening in the trenches.

Winter Seminar
43rd Annual Gonference

FallSeminar

January

12-15,2014

Pointe Hilton Tapatio CIiffs

Phoenix, Arizona
March 30

-

Aprit 2,2014

Hyatt Regency Hotel
Dallas, Texas

0ctober

26-29,2014

Park Plaza Hotel

Boston, Massachusetts

ACUTA's mission is to advance the
capabilities of hiOher uuuua'[rurr
education

communications and conabo,rti;;
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ACUTA's core values are to:

encourage and facilitate networking and
sharing of resources

exhibit respect for the expression of individuar
opinions and sorutions
fulfill a commitment to professional development
growth

and
advocate the strategic value of communications
qr
and
iv vv,qvvr
collaboration
uLrv'
'
technologies in higher education
encourage volunteerism and contrlbutions
by individual members
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Thanks to the companies that support
ACUTA by advertising in this issue'

page 1 1
0n a daily basis I provide more
advice to people on how to get
things done. Sometimes lT related, but not always. Sometimes

12

26

Translorming an lT 0rganization to
a Service 0rganization: lt's About
the People

Legal Considerations in DAS

by Jerry Krawczyk

Buyer focuses on relevant federal laws

stafl related, sometimes home
computer related, sometimes

What does it take to successfully transform a technology-centric organization

policy related. I leel like Dear

into

Abby and Dr. 0z all rolled into one

Krawczyk explains some common
principles and practices that facilitate

on some days.
Sleve Vieira

a

service-centric organization?

change.

by Eric Barker

that went live seven weeks early and
signi{rcantly under budget. How, and

0ver the past decade or so, new
technology has changed just about

why, did it work at IUP?

everything, morphing data and

20

voice so that telecom protession-

Journey to the Cloud

als have become less hands-on,

by Paul Korzeniowski

trontline techies and more handsoft, back-otfice managers. Such

New technology has morphed data

comp uti ng ga i ns momentu m.
Paul Korzeniowski

are made.

Environment
by Duane Dycus d. Michael Bowman

Dycus and Bowman detail how Murray

Indiana University of Pennsylvania
impiemented a new university portai

State's wireless network provides secu-

rity

as

well as freedom of choice.

33
0ne-Size-Fits-All Websites Don't
Always Fit
by Ioe

Dysart

Responsive-one-size-lits-a11-websites:

and voice so that telecom professionals
have become less hands-on,

even the most basic decisions to proceed

Managing BY0D and Mobile
Devices in a University

Beating the 0dds: lmplementation
of a University Portal

changes will only increase as cloud

and other issues that should be considered not after DAS is installed, but before

29

16

page 20

Deployment
by Martha Buyer

frontline

techies and more hands-ofi back-office
managers. As cloud computing gains

Are they a panacea for the wide variety

of computing screen sizes company
websites must accommodate, or do they
end up being more trouble than they're
worth? Dysart provides some insight

from those who have been there.

momentum, telecom professionals have
already begun to develop a new ski1l set
based more on analyzing service con-

37

tracts than perusing technical manuals.

lnstitutional Excellence Award:

23

Sewanee: The University ol the
South

Near Field Technology Opens
Doors

Sewanee had

four iofty goals for their

Colleges like the University of San

project: I ncrease network capacity,
provide mobility, improve coverage, and
build a truly BYOD-ready enr ironment.

Francisco (USFCA) and Villanova Uni-

Read how they achieved success.

by Curt Harler

versity, near Philadelphia, are making
smartphone-based NFC part of their

security technology roadmap. But there
are bumps.
ACUTA

Journal
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shier, accountant, or administrative assis-

tant, it is almost certain that the job will
require the use of some type of information technology. In addition, in a volatile
job market, having the ability to transfer
skills across jobs is a plus, and it is looked
on favorably by employers. Educators are
faced with the challenge of ensuring that

their students attain proficiency in all of

As we slip and slide into winter, let's take a moment
to consid-er "lT...and other duties as assigned." If
you \re been on the job for 10 years or more, think about all the ways
your job description has changed. Chances are, your plate is full of
tasks that didn't even exist when you were hired.
Thinking about all the changes I've seen
was a somewhat startling exercise. After I
began to get my

meeting somewhere along the line. IT is
simply a part of the world now, and no

First, it is true

...There is na wallkeeping the lT

It

is no longer possible to

have jobs that exist under a heading

of

being either IT or non-IT. There is no
wall keeping the IT world contained in a

that the role of

technological cocoon away from all other
jobs. In the future it would be more ap-

the IT profes-

ate the programs, apps, and tools that

sional has been

are a common part

propriate to broaden our understanding
of what IT really means to a job function.

constantly and

have lost their competitive edge in the
job market. Look at the academic staff at
your university or college. Professors can

IT will be used in every part of the working world.

no longer just be experts and researchers
in their field but must be able to operate

Other Duties

We once were

subject-matter
experts (i.e.,

of most iobs todaY

programmers), and now we are business

smartboards, projectors, advanced phone

analysts who continuously explore how

systems, and course management systems

technology can make things smoother in
the transportation or business or regis-

like Blackboard for grades and course
information. IT has spilled out of its bor-

trar's office. Or, we were the phone gurus

ders and is now a part of the foundation.

who kept the wires humming and sing-

Terrie Schultz, a contributor at Yahoo,

talks about this very issue in an article
ing, and now we do that for all network
traffrc (phone, data,video, etc.) as it flows titled "The Importance of Technology
Literacy" (http://voices.yahoo. com/thedown to the user level. Not only is the
roles never stop expanding.

importance-technology-literacy-6535558.
html?cat=4): "The increasing need for

The second truth is that technology
has infiltrated vitually all other profes-

technological knowledge in the workplace
is not limited to computer-based jobs

sions. Can you identifu any profession

however; it extends across every area of

that does not require the use of tech-

employment. Whether an airline pilot, ca-

technology constantly changing, but the

Winter2Ol3 ACUTAJournal

one is exempt.

many in the workforce. Those who cannot
understand and quickly learn to oper-

rapidly evolving.

4

ing required to better understand the
technology that supPorts them. Seems
like there will be a middle ground of

flow, and n$ one is exempt.

cacoan away from all CIther iabs.

function, and non-IT peoPle are be-

effectiveness and/or effr ciencies previously

lT is simply a part of the world

warld ehntaified in a technological

So what ls happening? IT PeoPIe
required to better understand
being
are
the environment in which their tools

nology? I can't. Technology can gain us

unimagined. Familiarity with how IT has
enabled or improved work in other arenas
mind wrapped
around this topic, is no longer just a bonus on your resum6,
but a necessity. The need for technologithree different
cal literary affects the job capability of
truths emerged.

,ooaaoaaoooooaaaoa

these varied technology skills."

Going back to our theme, "IT...and
as

Assigned," the

third

truth is this: We all should recognize the
importance of precise job descriptions
for ourselves and each person in the
organization. It is essential to work with
position descriptions so that the lines are
drawn that facilitate success. How can
we set goals and establish standards if we

don't know where our responsibilities
begin and end?
Below is a list of some of the more
fascinating and intriguing "other duties"

that I have found. I hope you pull out
some good thoughts from this list for
your job description, find some grist for
other would-be job descriptions, and

DAs SYSTEMS IN
STADIUMS AND ARENAS NAflONWIDE, FOR YEARs.

STEALTH@ HAS BEEN CONCEALING

Respected athletic program! trust us to make complex systems disappear.

Our RF-tran5parent materials ensure your fans Can talk. text and tweet
without fail. When it comes to concealment in high pro{ile venues,
COme

to

STEALTH.

Call us today to discuss your next sports complex project.

STEATTI{'

FIFIST IN EONCEALMENT",

8S0.?55,0689 i30}[-AA$HLEYPHOSPHAfERO' iN.CHARLESTON

SC,
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What Are Your "0ther Duties"?
Early this year, ACUTA members were asked t0 name the top five responsibilities most relevant t0 your position. Here's what you said:

lnstitutional telephone services.............
Voice hardware/systems .......................
Voicemail supp0rt............ . ...... . ..........
Moves/ad ds/chan ges/trouble tickets.....
Technology strategic planning/mgmt....
Mgmt: telecom/networking .. ................
I nf rastructu re wi ri ng/con nectivily .........
lP c0mmunicati0ns................... ............
Unified communications ............ ...........
lT
.........
Cable or fiber infrastructure . ................

Systems admin/lP operations....... ..........8% other (less lhan 2oh)
CATV............
.............. B% . lT service management
Department manager..............................8% . PM0
..............7% . VP/Cl0 for Division of lT
Network management systems...............7% . Managed svc partners, TV voice, data
lnventory of comm eqpt & facilities ........7Yo ' Software purchase/distribution
Construction project mgmt... ..................7% 'Need more than 5!
Mobility/fixed mobile convergence..........6% ' Customer support documentation/communiEmergency/event notification-......... ........6% cation, Web content mgmt, overall marketing/
Multilocation wANs .............. ..................6yo communication on behalf of lr
all telecom/networking software' hardAcademic technologies

44%

.
DAS..................

38%
28o/o

28%
24%

24%
21 %

21%
17%

support........

6%
6%
Wireless data........................................ 1 5%
E91

1.................

1

systems..

1

............14%

Network hardware/softw are .................. 1 4o/o
Purchasing/contracting/RFPs........
14%
Campus LANs ................ ....................... 12%
0verall mgmt of tech organizalion ........12%
Billing/accounts payable ............ ........... 1 1%

lnternet

access.

Vide0................
security
activities

............11yo

...

desk.........

have been assigned to actual ACUTA

members. This information comes from

ii;i;;.,

.

2%'

for
activities necessary for the development of
information systems in accordance with a
Coordinate with those responsible

the computing process to define

technol-

Conclusion
We all recognize that technology, and
especially information technology, is
becoming the fabric upon which we live
our lives. With this comes some tremen_

company's plan of information

ment Survey conducted by ACUTA. The
percentages indicate what portion of the

ogy.
' Design and implement information

respondents included that task in their

technologies that enable the

list of assigned duties.

ofadministrative areas: human resources, reeducation and professional develop_

development

Other Duties Assigned

financial resources, and resources

.

materials and

Generate and manage information

ization and systematization of operation
that is consistent with the trends and
advances of today.

.

Develop and coordinate the implementation and development of a technology plan to achieve an information
system that supports the formulation of
policies and slrategies, planning, management, and research decisions.

Coordinate and orient

IS

necessary to outsource all or part of an

information system application of the
institution when required.

.

services.

ACUTAJournal

for

dous upsides, and also some detrimental

points. Either way you rook at it, it necessitates talk among ourselves, constant

ment, and generally constant learning
and change.

Coordinate and oversee the developThis is where ACUTA and other
ment and/or modification of programs professional organizations come into

user play. Through conferences and semirequirements.
nars, lhe Journal, the eNews, and other
' Analyze the information and activities publications, ACUTA provides the IT
of a work area and develop operational world to you in the specific and unique
flowcharts.
environment of the universities and
. Perform programming of computer colleges of our time. please enjoy this
systems projects according to the rules
issue and other avenues ofprofessional
and standards.
development brought to you byACUTA
' Keep the department head up-to-date and, even more important, please share
the progress ofwork and pending
/orr thoughts, ideas, and experiences.
jobs.
Remember, we are a community
. Conduct training of the new systems
and processing data according to

Reach

to be implemented to users.

winter20ls

prant,

the most recent Member Needs Assess-

technologies necessary for the modern-

6
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management....
Audio/visual

Wireless v0ice....................................... 10%
Staff training & development
......... 10%
System arch itectu re ................................ g%
Ad m i n istrative systems........... ................ g%
Help
..............9%
Network secu rity..................................... B%

At the top of this page is a chart
showing a number of "other" duties that

..... ..

Desktop support
::: ::::
[fi,:,lilllff[if,:i:,tec|?f|f1xfficabre
Email
..............5% .
Academic technology supp0rt................. 570 .
erojr.t rrnrgrrunt
Database
570 . nco, vore witt ne ruc, unified comm. soon
.... .............4% . Budget & project management
Hospital telephone services ....................3% . 0lS policy developmeni reg. compliance
C0mputing servers............. .....................3Yo . lT security
..............3% . Toll fraud prevention
Website management..............................3% . QA, technical writer, SIP development
Campus
............2% . Campus lT governance, lT rates/funding
Laptop computer support
Custom-built or private netw0rks............
Card
................2yo . Emergency communications
Student resale services. ..........................2% 'All of the above
. Enterprise application support

Ron

at rkovaC@bSu.edu.

l
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lmprove the efficiency of moves, adds, and changes on university and higher
education campuses with Brady's NetDoc@ cable Management software. lt
is an easy-to-use web-based solution that lets you document everything from
backbone cables to pathways and locations.
NetDoc@

r
r
r

software features:

Drag-and-drop movements for documenting connections
Support for TI4-606-B identification schemes
lntegration with Brady's LabelMark" cable label creation software

Learn more at www.BradylD.com/NetDoc

I
I

LEARN MORE!
Scan the QR code to learn more
about how NetDoc@ software can
benefit your facility.
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WHEN PERFORMANCE MATTERS MOST'"

duties'that has helped get me to the position I now hold. You never hear a senior
staff member say,'Not mY iob."'
The willingness to do whatever is
needed to help our school or organiza-

tion is, indeed, the common thread that
binds all of us together.

2. Capitalizeon opportunities to collaborate. foanne Kossuth, vice president
for operations and CIO at Franklin Olin
College of Engineering, said, "In my

ln planning this issue, the ACUTA Publications
the changes in technology over the
past two decades, the lines between telecommunications and data
communications have all but
the need to keep IT professionals'skills

GOmmittge Said, "with

disappeared. Telephones and comput-

up-to-date and manage the impact of

ers have merged so that all communica-

consumerization and BYOD.

tion can be accomplished by one piece of

IT

The new ICT has a lot of"other duties
on today's campus, and this

equipment from just about anl"where on
or off campus. The departments that traditionally provided voice, data, and video

as assigned"

services on campus have also merged,

lenges. I asked CIOs at several campuses

meaning that everyone in the new information communica-

how they would define "other duties as
assigned." It is no surprise that the common denominators inherent within the

aoaoaaaaooaoooa

tions technology

issue provides many examples of how
a few campuses are

meeting the chal-

duties means being able ta

called-wears many

definitions include the following:
1. Willingness to do those other duties
2. Capitalizingon opportunities to col-

take tfrat ertra step ts make

hats."

laborate

department-by

"Willingness ta du the ather

the

un

ive rsity b ette

r*w hetbe r

it's samelhing specificallY as-

whatever name it is

One result

of

this evolution is the
diversity of projects

3. Getting involved

in fund-raising

4. Taking the lead in staff/professional

must handle. Today's

development
What follows is just some of what I
learned. As you read through this issue,

and isn't being wvered bY

CIOs, CTOs, orVPs

you

$amesfie else."

of communications

signed ta me ar iast something
I see that needs ta he dsne

*€hris

Fulkersen

flan University

that the department

are likely to oversee

see

a broad range of

1. Be willing

responsibilities that

Chris Fulkerson, AVP for technology/ClO
at Elon University, says, "Wiflingness to
do the other duties means being able to

include not just suP-

port for voice and data communication,
but also social media, security and risk

I

more of what these and
others among your colleagues had to say
about their "other duties."

will

to do those other duties.

experience, collaboration was once an
optional activity, but with the challenges

in the higher-education sector, it is more
of a required activity. This activity is
required as part of the due diligence
process when making decisions, i.e., what
neighboring institution or school is
doing. Could we possibly share or col-

a

laborate on a product or service? Do they
have staff expertise that we do not have?
How can we leverage that exPertise?"
Steve Vieira, CIO and executive direc-

tor of IT at the Community College of
Rhode Island, actually developed titles

for the many hats that he wears, and
interjects a bit of humor in his descriptions: master schedule enabler, quasi
entrepreneut evangelist, registrar, process
improver, babysitter, priest, sympathizer, and idea man. (See more of Steve's
thoughts on Page 11.)
Anne Scrivener Agee recently retired
provost IT/CIO from the Univervice
as
sity of Massachusetts, Boston, where a

lot of her other duties

as assigned "were

in the nature of committee assignments,
like working on the university's Strategic

Planning Committee, serving on a search
committee for a new dean, or representing the university at a particular event
or on a statewide project. The head of

take that extra step to make the university

IT often has a very broad perspective

management, DAS, VoIR asset and inven-

better-whether it's something specifi-

tory control, purchasing, environmental
impacts, and more. Of course, theY

cally assigned to me or just something I
see that needs to be done and isn't being

on the needs of the university, so I was
often called on for across-the-university

need a voice at the table when strategic

covered by someone else. I think it has

planning happens, even as they address

been my willingness to do those'other

Winter2013 ACUTAJournal

projects." (See more of Anne's responses

onpage 11.)

3

3. Get involved in fund_raising. At Marian
University, CIO peter
Williams told me about his involvement
in fund_raising for IT

projects. "Most recently we have established
our first technology
endowment, specifically for funding innovation
outside the normal
budget process. So far, this initiative has
had contributions near gl.4

million."

4.

Thke the lead in stafi[/professional development.
IT coaching for
new CIOs and coaching for two new startup
companies were also

&., CBUIIVIUNIEATIIIN RESOUREES INE.

Did you know?

poly

highlighted on car
clo fohn McGuthryt list. In addition to his
IT responsibilities, /ohn leads executive searches,
makes presenta_
tions, participates on committees and boards,
and hosts campus
events.

Elont Chris Fulkerson added,..Recently, I was assigned
a duty
outside of my regular CIO duties. I,ve been asked
to develop
a

professional development program for managers.
I had experi_
ence developing one earlier in my career,
and I have done a lot of

development of the management staff within my department,
so the
president asked me to develop a new program for
our institution.
The president saw it as an unmet institutional
need, especially for

CRI is the VMware virtual
Solutions Expert of Ghoice.

new managers, and I see it as improving the university
as a whole.
So, instead

FLEXIBLE

of complaining about more work, I smile and say.other

duties as assigned."'

And I also smile

I

thank you to the highJevel, well_
respected IT veterans who responded to my inquiries
and contrib_
uted to this issue of the ,Ioa rnal. They support the missions
of their
schools by allowing ACUTA to be the premier source
for connecting
higher-education IT leaders with ideas, innovations, and
solutions
and to support you as you deliver superior communications
and
collaboration technologies to your campuses. I hope you enjoy
this
revealing look at how diverse higher-ed IT professionals,other
du_
as

say

We take a yours, mine 0r ours approach to deployment
with

solutions designed and delivered based on your needs.

COMPETENT
0ur Customer Satisfaction levels are off the charts,
recently vvas awarded byAvaya with the,,partner in
Customer Excellence" designation.

ties truly are.

RELIABLE

I encourage you to connect with your

peers through ACUTA
well as online. Even when you think no one else in your
position has a task to complete so unrelated to yourjob title,
share

events

as

the challenge. You might be very surprised.
Contact Corinne anytime at choch@acuta.org.

" What I really love about CRI is not 0nly do you
have top
notch engineers... if something does go sideways...
you don't leave us hanging.you just stick with it to
the end.
I am a fan for life."

PROVEN
the lstAvaya Devconnect to be certified byVMware
as an Enterprise Solutions provider, With over fours years of
experience, deploying, servicing and creating VMware based
CRI was

solutions we have thousands of satisfied users.

Register today at www.acuta.org

www,crini,com

lT...alld 0ther Duties as Assigned
u'hat out' menlbers

serr.ices have c1'rar-rgec1 and
In this issue, *,e -n'ili explore hou, c,mpus communications
statf' and stuclents in
to the expecte cl cluties required to keep faculty,
are actuall,v cloi.g. \\rhat, in adclition

of netrvorkgets the attentiorr of the CIO or director
touch u.itlr eacl.r other an<1 all kinc]s of inforn-iaticlt-t,
members'
,,, tn'hittt'er other title migl-rt identifl' our
ing and telecom or communicatious t.nanag.,
such as the ones on these two pages that con-re
Throughout this issue l'ou rvill see short clescriptions
just hor'r'diverse
anY\\ra)r"' It's an opportunitl'to discover
direct tiom tl-re trenches. \vell, fion-r vour desks

Yourresponsibilitieshal.ebecomeandtoi(lentifutherealscopeofvourabilities'

0ther Duties as Assigned
M

ike

G ru

nd0[

(michael.grunder@vantagetcg

com)

Senior Consultant
Vantage Technology Consulting Group

0ther Duties as Assigned
Jerry Krawczyk
lnf

(GAK1 3@Psu.edu)

ormation TechnologY Services

have project
lvl1'experience has been that because Telecom/I'l departments
up
heacl
(often?) asked to
management experience, the,v're sometinles
davs
projects that have no or onll'remote conllection to technologl "These
ovellaps r'vith so rnany clifferent things that projcct management
techr-rolog1.

Penn State UniversitY

is a significant categor,Y in the IT/Telecom

Hcre's n hat

f-a11s

under tnv speci{ic "conrmand"

. RFP Deictolrnent/Contracl negotirlitrn'
. Communications Vendor Liaison
. Invoice Audit & Revierv
. Application Development & Support
. DatabaseAdministratior-r
. TelecommunicationsN{anagementsSystem
(e. g.,

N'lySoft/Pinnacle)

. LAN support and enterprise computing
. Desktop SuPPort
. Financial Nlanagement & Reporting
. Cost Recovery Business lvlodels ancl Rate
L)er.elopment

. IT Service N{anagement AdoPtion
. Telephony/VoiceSen'icel)evelopment
(Ifyou are interested in TNS in general, the
service catalog may be found at: http://wrl'r''
tns.its.psu.edu/index.html.
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portfolio of services'

Other Duties as Assigned
Anne Scrivener Agee

(anne.agee@comcast.net)

Vice Provost tTlCt0 (retired)
University of Massachusetts. Boston

A lot of mr. other dutics as assigned r,vere committec
assignments, such
as rvorking on the Unir,-ersity Stratcgic planr.ring
Committee or scrving
on a search contmittee lbr a ncu. dean or representing
the unir.ersitv at
a particular event or on a state\,\.ide project.
Occtrsionally I rvas given a special project, like gathering
infornration
on librar,v science programs to see holv r,r,e might der.clop
a techr-rolog,v_
emphasis, o. rr.riting a dir.ersitr. plan for tl-re If. organization.
Or ser'ing
on irn accreditation team. Or serving on an administrative

er.aluation
team for a senior adrninistrator. Or being asked to serve
on thc teant

that

veloping a residential housing plan lor the university. Ol
dcveloping a plan to cnhancc the university,s research activities.
r'r.,as

c1e

Thc head of

If'

often has

a

vely broacl per.spective on t1-re neecls of the
for across-the,universitv projects.

unir.ersit1., so I rvas often called on

0ther Duties as Assigned
John McGuth ry

llwmcguthry@csupomona.edu)

cr0
California State Polytechnic University, pomona

Approxin'rately 50- 70 percent of my day r,vil1 inr.olve
activities outside of my organization. The fbllolving
Iist includes nry collaboratir.e C level cluties:

.
.

Leading executir..e searches

Building and assisting universit),-related pro_
cesses (everything froln hiring people to bringing
students on board)
Making presentations (on and off can-rpus)
Buiiding relationships for rhe university (tech-

nologl,-oriented)
Participating in campus-related events
Hosting campus events (providir-rg the campus
rvelcome)

Wolking on committees and boards (Lots of it
on campus)

\{orking on committees off campus (ACUTA/
EDUCAUSE)
Participating in cornmunity-related events
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Transtorming an lT 0rganization to a
Service Qrganizatign: lt's about the People
Some common principles and practices that

*,
s
c*,

*
by Jerry KrawczYk

facilitate change

&

What Does a TechnologY-Centric

(not constrained by an organizational

services or a service organization provid-

0rganization Look Like?

ing IT solutions?

A technology-centric organization often
sees technology as the service. Gartner

chart) to meet the business needs of the
customers. Therefore, staffing and other re-

L yor..

an IT organization providing

There is a lot of churn, discussion,

describes a technolo gy-centric organiza-

and time invested in the realm of IT
service management (ITSM) and the

tion

Information Technolo gy Infrastructure
Library (ITIL@) within higher education.
Countless articles, webinars, and presen-

tations describe how one university or
another is implementing ITIL. Frequent
discussions begin with the service desk
or service catalog, implementation of
certain software,
and revision to

a

business process
(e.g., change man-

agement).

While these articles and webinars
are

important and

as:

Siloed around functions, skills, or

.
.

technology Platforms;
Cost focusedl

Monopolistic, and therefore not
necessarily comPetitive; and

.

Accepting of their supply constraints.2

Does this seem familiar?

On the other hand, a service-centric
organization is focused on delivering
value to the business, or in this case the
university, by leveraging a broad-based
set of IT services that may be composed
of both on-premises and cloud-based
solutions. A service-centric organization
is aligned

with the business it serves since

(e.g., service owner) who is outside of the

administrative si1o. This is often viewed
as a matrix organization structure and is
reflective of the Stage 5 "Collaboration"

organizalion in ITILv3.r For comparison.
most technology-centric organizations
would be reflective of a Stage 2 "Directive"
or Stage 3 "Delegation" described in ITILv3
documentation.o
A successful transformation from a
technology-centric (or functional organization) to a service-centric organization
will require a shift in an organization's
culture, accountability, staff expectations,
roles, and responsibilities' This is where
most of the "resistance to change" associated with the adoption of ITSM will occur'

informative, they

the IT services are defined within the

often underemphasize one of the

context of the business.
Within higher education, most can

more signifrcant

relate to the way a technology-centric

ITSM Adoption

organization is structured and behaves,
but what about a service-centric organization? Unlike the strict hierarchical

Many challenges come with the transformation from a technology-centric

challenges

of

adopting ITSM:
culture change.

Challenges to Culture Change Within an

I believe this is
the most important contributor to the
success or failure of an ITIL-based ITSM

sLructure of a technology-centric organization where staff members are tasked

organization to a service-centric organtzation. One of the greatest is to get staff that
are entrenched with what they do and

(and their performance evaluated) up

hor,r,

initiative because, at the end of the day,

and down the administralive manage-

they do it to think and act differently'
With a technology-centric organization,

ITSM adoption is about changing the
way people think and behave.' To suc-

ment silo, a service-centric organization
works to eliminate the walls of the silo by

organized around functions, adopting
ITSM will bring about new roles, respon-

cessfully transform a technology-centric

sharing staff and resources throughout

organization into a service-centric
organization, we must look beyond the

the organization.

sibilities, processes, and a different level of
accountability, requiring staffto do things

processes and technology and see the

ganization is to efficiently and effectively
use the staff and resources at its disposal

people and the organizational culture.

12

.

quired resources are not necessarily tasked
via their administrative siios but provided
by someone in a service management role
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The misslon of a service-centric or-

differently.
Hypothetically, in a technology-centric
organization, staff members are aligned

to tiLlflll thcir firnction, ciireclion comes

fiont thcir managelnent,

ancl their fircus is
nrost likell, on developing atrcl strstaining an

underlvi ng tech nolosr-. Introclucing scrr.ice
manilgement conccpts into this culture

u,ill bc clisruptivc. For cxample, one of the
activities that u,ill nced to bc unclertirken is
the assignuretrl of nerv scn.ice ancl pr.o

otnership roies. Givcn the rcsource
constrainls l,ith in u-tost unir.crsities, thc
cesses

nov assignnrents \\.ill nrost lihelv tall upon
the cxisring firnr:tional stafl. 'Ihis u.ill be a
fl-iction poir.rt since the nel ll'Sl\l roles u,ill
introduce a ncrv parucligrn and rcquire a
culture shifi froln a functionai parirdigm to
sen'

i

cc - fo cu

a

sed pa racli gr-n.

I hr, rtr,rr lr nrirrtctl \cr.\ icc-nt.)lt.lg(ln(.nl
staff n,ill be askeci to tl-rink diflcrenrll. b1.
thinking rnorc about the "serr.ice,,than thc
tcchnologr., act dilfercntlv bv collaborat_

ing ber.ond their typical spherc, irncl allon
others outside o1 their norrnal nlaltagentcnt
chain to influcncc or clirect thcir actir.ities.
l ill bc to tr\- to lrt this nerl

The teudeno,

into the olcl u,a,v of doing busincss, or,
clepencling on lhc lcvel of accoLrr.rtabilitr,,
loLe

tr:cat the nel. rolc as a seconclaLr- or tertiai:\prioritv. ,\s a colleague mentionecl in a re-

cent lnceting, "higher education is

tr l>astion

of passive aegressive bel'ravior.,' Allowing
this to happen rvill lead to staff ftustration
ancl an unsuccessful IT'SN4 adoptiorr. As

highlightecl b,v X.,l;rlcolm lrr., the continued
slrpport of a silo ( lunctional) approach is
one of thc top 1 0 reasons for atr unsucccss

ill ITtL acloption.r C)nlv through srrong and
cornnritted leailership r.ill this shifl har.e a
chance of succcss.
lncreasing the Chance of ITSM Adoption
Success

Numerotrs alticles ancl books fbcus on lcad
ing chirnge and clealing l,itlt orsanizational
culture as rvell as characteristics of success
fil and r.rnsr-rcccsslirl I'l'lL/lTStr{ adoption.
,\t the top of this list is I)r. f ohn I(orrer,s ,3
Prin.t:ipLes oJ Chattge,,'

ll-ricl'r is ofien citecl
l,hcner-cr tl'rc topic of leacling change is
aclclressecl. Though the principries are silr.rple
naturc, hol, uralr. organizations actualIv
r.hen plirnning fbr or bc.qinnine
to adopt ITSNl?
it.t

appl,v them
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AdditionallY, the book Change the
Culture, Change the Gameby Roger Connors and Tom Smith has been enlight-

set, above all else, is the most

important

factor for addressing culture change and
determining the success or failure of an

ening when it comes to addressing the

ITSM adoPtion.

challenges of changing an organizational
culture. In short, Connors and Smith

2.

for "creating a sense of urgency'" ITSM
activities and accomplishments should be
an agenda item at all staff meetings and

is another key change-management best

highlighted in organizational publications or newsletters, and accomplishments

practice and a consistent theme with

should be widelY celebrated.

to culture: "Either you manage your

most exPerts in change management and

3.

culture or it will manage you."? Also, they
postulate that bringing about sustained
cultural changes takes strong, committed,

ITSM adoption, the vision and strategy
need to be clearly explained and docu-

make a keen observation when it comes

and involved Ieadership. Connors and
Smith 1ay out the foundational concept

Communicate why. Communication

organizational management' In terms of

as a

ITSM adoption is a program/project'
ITSM adoption, as well as addressing the
underlying culture change, needs to be
recognized and treated as a program with

will be especially important

multiple projects focused on business and

communication tool when discussing

process analysis, design, and implementa-

mented. This

that the results the organization achieves
(in this case ITSM adoption) are related

tion. As such, guidance can be found in
the Project Management Body of Knowledge

(PMBOKo;,",which is

a

standard for proj-

to the actions of the staff. The actions of
the staff (either embracing ITSM changes

ect management. A leadership action is to

or resisting ITSM changes) are related
to their beliefs. The beliefs are built on

needs to have the appropriate resources

formally recognize that the ITSM adoption
assigned and to assign an official ITSM/

previous experiences in and outside the
organization. So, one of the conclusions

ITIL project manager (PM). The ITSM PM
should be tasked with overseeing, facilitat-

the authors draw is that to bring about
true culture change, Ieaders need to focus

ing, and coordinating the ITSM adoption
and continued suPport. The ITSM PM

on changing the experience.
Based on the work of numerous

must be given the authority to implement
new processes and policies and guide the

well-respected authors and experts in the

development of the service portfolio and
service catalog. In addition to the ITSM
PM, additional supporting resources may

areas of change management and ITSM,

well as personal observations, I'd iike
to suggest some common principles and
best practices of successfully transforming a technology-centric organization to
as

a

be required.

4.

Identify and engage the "right" staff'
Identifying the appropriate staff to partici-

service-centric organization through

pate and "evangeiize" the ITSM adoption

ITSM adoption.

will only improve the

Executive leadership must be involved
and commited. Common to virtuallY
1.

ment. Malcolm Fry actually cites the
Iack of management commitment as the

adoption.

number one reason for unsuccessful ITIL
implementation.s Pink Elephant states
that "CIOs, IT directors, and managers

Additionally, the ITSM roadmaP
should identiff milestones and measurable results. This is consistent with
addressing culture change in that clearly

play a major role in helping cement a new
service-management culture through

role model behavior."e From the cultural
perspective, Connors and Smith emphasize that leaders must create the needed

culture and shoulder the responsibility
and that sustaining a culture is a neverending role of leadership.ro This mind-

Winler 2013 ACUTA Journal

chances of success-

fully transforming from technology-centric
ITSM with staff that are directly affected.
Through the ITSM roadmap, leadership
addresses the whys and hows of ITSM

the opinions is the need for executive
leadership commitment and involveal1

14

front of the organization, being the cataiyst

defining and communicating the desired
results is a critical step'r' While not the
be-all and end-all, the ITSM roadmap
will act as the foundation and starting

point lor ITSM-related conversations.
Finally, the ITSM roadmaP and communication plan need to stay at the fore-

organization to a service-centric organiza-

tion.
An analogy comes to mind from Jim
Collins's book Good to Great: Why Some
Companies Make the Leap . . . and Others

Don'r. Coliins says, "It is not enough to
have the right people on the bus...you need
to have the right people in the right seats
on the bus."1r How this analogy is relevant
to ITSM is that it is important to survey
the organization for the staff with the right
competencies, such as the ability to look
beyond the technology, the willingness to
collaborate, strong communication and
facilitation skills, and a passion for deliver-

int the sen.ice; thosc u-ho .,pcrsonifincrl..rttitur.les and nornts.,,r r,1.hrough
this
proccss, the silos of :rn or-ganrzation
r,r,ill

start to e1.ode sjncc II SX.I t-ole assigntncnt
r.i11 bc morc of a liurction of
conrpctencl.
than fur.rctronal role.
Lastlr, once thc appropriille stilff
arc iclcntitied, an invcstnteitt in tr.irin

ing sl'roLrid be nracle to elrsurr. c\.er\one
shares a contrnon languagc. As l)ar.c

i

NIcCltrire, Asssociatc [)irector ofI f
Scn.ices at the Llnivcrsilv o1-Neu,Xlerico
sllggests,

"Haring e\er\-one share corr.t-

nron hnguage ancl nrental rnocicls jrirs
allol,crl us to avoitl manr,,rcligious n.ars,
ancl ntanY al-!aLutlcnts that

turn oLlt to

l)e

about set'nantics rathcr Lhan sr:bstancc.
It's a grcat accclcrator.',
5. Bring in somc help. .l.he last pr.in_
ciplc is to bring in I'lIl./lT,S\l crpgrlj5g
(prcfcrablv nol irssociatecl rvitlt

an I.l.SVT

product). \\ihile jt nright bc appcaling
to
lbllou. manv of thc docur.ncntccl ITS\I/
ITIL acloption Lrcst practices, achier.ing
sr.rcccss

rr.rll still be challenging clue

tcr

cLritural ;rnd political barriers to changc.
'I'hrouqh
thc indepenclcnce of a consuj-

tant, these barriers can be shrunk or sig_
nificantlv reduced. Call it thc..consultant
efl!:ct," but sometinres a rcconrnrcntlation
frorn an indepeDclcnt consultant carrics
morc r,teighl than thc s.une rccornntcl
clation fronr internal stafl.

;\nothcr reason to invest in an l.flt./
I'l-S.\{ erpcrt is that ther,. n ill br jns thc
exprericnces ancl linou.leclec from prior

lTlL@ is a Begistered Trade lVark and
a Reg_
rstered Community Trade Mark of the
Offjce of
Government Commerce and is registereci
in the

I'l'SM atlo;-rtions, both srrccessful ancl
unsr,rcccsslu]. ,,\ consultar1 shoulcl
be able
to help arr organizalion nat.igirte 1hc cont-

l,R. England, "lTlL ls Cultural Not Technical,,,
lTSlviwatch, December I 2, 2008, rvwv,r

US Patent and Traclemark Office.

itsm\,,/atch. com.

2K

Brittain ancJ D Curtis.,,The Fundamental
Starter Elements for lT Service portfoiio

plexities and nrincficlds of transfbrnring
itsclf fiorn a tcchnolog\,_centric organi
,/.1 I iut) I{' .l rr'r'\ irr' . r,rtt
rit il1 g,111 j7.11 i1 111.

anci

lT Servrce Cataiog,', GOOlO144S, Gartner.
lnc
July 1, 20 j 0

Not dorng so u,oulil be like thc cloctor
rr.ho operatcs on hintselfThcrsclf.
Things to Remember
'fl.ut.li,r'n)

i6!,l

l\.! ll jt(,lr )S\ \(.rrt

3. Office of Government Commerce. tTtL

5 M Fry

"Top Ten Reasons 0rganizatrons
Are
Unsuccesslul I mplementin0 lTIL,,,

ri!

h

req u iles stt.on g, contnti ttccl, an cl i
uvolr,.r,cl

leadership.
One lasr thouaht h-onr Rob England

Cultural, Not Tccl.urical',: ,,,\
greatel'propol.rion of ITII_ (I,I-SII) proi
Is

ccts rrillsuccceci lor-rg-tcrnr l,hen rlc gct
a tlpical spencl of .10-50 per.ent cultltre
change, .i0 pcrccnt process reengincerinrg
ancl thc rest on tools." .

Jerry Krawczyk is director 0f teleclnmunicati0ns at Pennsylvania State universltr
Reach Jerry at gakl 3@psu.edu.
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Beating the odds: lmplementation of a
UniversitY Portal
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pieces
MyIUP has become one 0f the more valuable
of camPus online real estate

$s
q*

by Eric M. Barker

&

&er

half of software implementations

fail, due to factors such as changing
requirements or "scoPe creeP'"
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
(IUP) implemented a new university

portal that went live seven weeks early
and significantly under budget' How' and
why, did it work at IUP?

About MYIUP
university portal for
students, faculty, and staff featuring
automatically updating content, socialmedia integration, and single-sign-on to

MyIUP is

a new

the most frequentlY
used academic tools'
Since 2000, IUP has

used Banner bY El-

lucian as its student

information system.
After getting a Priority ranking from
faculty and staff, IUP
chose to imPlement

EIlucian's Luminis

portal product, Part
Figure 1. lndiana lJniversity of Pennsylvanta
(IUP) is a nember of the Pennsylvania
System of Higher Education. Located 60

of the Banner PIatform, going live on

miles east of Pittsburgh, llJP has mlre than
14,700 students in four regional campuses
at all three degree levels: undergraduate,

The imPlementation
team branded the

mastels, and doctoral. IUP is consistently
ranked among the best institutilns in the
nation f0r academic excellence and value
and for service to community.

September 9,2013-
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the same brand of portal' Shippensburg
shared code used for custom develop-

college and regional camPus

ment

.

implementation.

staff e-mail newsletters

struggle with being one of the first
schools to implement a new version

AutomaticallY uPdating content:
direct feeds from our dai\ student and

.

Content and announcements customized by role: more than 50 dynamic
groups, including ones for new students'
students by campus, class level, academic
college, veteran status, graduate level'

distance ed, pending graduate, and more
Embedded social media: Facebook

.

and Twitter feeds, including the main
university feeds and specialty feeds targeted to student roles

MyIUP

well as lessons learned from their

Shippensburg also highlighted its

of

the Luminis portal, and cautioned against
implementing a new module that was
recently released.
Reflecting on this aPProach, IUP's
CIO Bill Balint said, "This is one case in

which a school benefitted from not being
an early adopter. We did not experience

lot of the growing pains we had heard
about from those who implemented in

a

early generations of the Product"'

Banner Self Service' learning management systems, and the help-desk ticketing

held three days of requirement-gathering
engaging stakeholders from vice

Single-sign-on:authenticationto
frequently used applications, including

system

Proiect Management Methodology
Too often, implementing a university
portal becomes a "side project" of IT staff'

Without a dedicated functional lead or
project manager, it becomes yet another
system for IT to implement and main-

team from the President on down, IUP
made the strategic decision to establish

tight

as

.

MyIUP.
A key trenefit of
is the

the Pennsylvania State System of Higher
Education, that had already implemented

ty, and student event calendars, including
calendars specific to a student's academic

Luminis portal as

the portal knows users' characteristics
after sign-in, enabiing a customized user
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.

tain. With the support of IUP's Council
of Trustees and the university leadership

integration with a
student's academic record and demographic data. Uniike a static website'

exPerience.

These features are Part of MYIUP:
Calendar feeds: academic' communi-

the project in the Division of Enrollment
Management and Communication and to
hire a full-time portal administrator'
Before project initiation, the imple-

mentation team spent a day with Shippensburg University, another school in

Back at IUR the implementation team

sessions,

presidents to division secretaries' During
the sessions, the implementation team

told participants that all the ideas were
being recorded on a "wish list": good
ideas, bad ideas, and even technically

impossible ones. The implementation
team would then prioritize the requests
and decide which ones to implement'
By interviewing students, the team
learned that many students weren't aware
of registration holds on their accounts
before trying to register for class' The
team also learned that students wanted

to see upcoming campus events relevant
to them. They wanted to see the daily
cafeteria menu, and they wanted to get a
text message when a dryer was finished

with their laundrY.

Setting the stage for,,wish_list
generation" allowed frank discussion
without promising specific features

. Overyiew Farticlpan$ eu6suons

Catotorics

Cards

Aaad€rhks Canrp*r

scope creep, the

implementation
team then prioritized the features to
include in the first release.
Af, er requirements gathering,

sions with stakeholder groups. Team

Figure 2. Research helped determine

before building the test or production

environments. Adjusting powerpoint
slides instead of HTML code and system
configuration saved many hours of develoPment.
Despite spending a significant

amount of design time with administra_
tors, the decision was made not to leave
the design of the portal up to admin-

istrators, who are neither students (the

primary users) nor online information

turn

to research and usability studies to deter_
mine portal layout.

how

pages were named and

could start using the new portal and
avoid a transition from the legacy system

services to students

early in their first year.

with disabilities of all
kinds. The team initially placed this task

which pages without getting into univer-

turf battles? In addition to traditional

observational user studies, the team conducted research-based analysis using an

a soft

The Valley of Despair

How did the IUP team prepare users

for the change and guide them through

chance to win a $50 gift certificate from

the process? Any large system change is
accompanied by the "valley of despair,,'

the campus bookstore. After the portal

built and stakeholders requested

service from Optimal Workshop.

sions to

with reducing the severity and
duration of these dips in productivity. At
IUR some staff had been using the same,

tion issues. IUP's portal deploy-

for task: Given

a set

of

tasks, users indicated on which page they

expected to find the task.

3.

B€gin Execding

Ch-EE Bs

usage periods.

During the first release in April

task, and they clicked through the pre-

populated navigation tree.

could test the portal with a limited

\lffile.^*"ny

I

and user feedback before critical

incoming first-year students during
orientation sessions. This achieved
two objectives. First, the team

find the

Figure 3. The valley of despair

ment consisted of three phases,
each allowing for defect resolution

2013, MyIUP was deployed to

Section label for task: Users were

asked where they would click to

and change-management professionals

Going Live: Three Phases ol portal
Deploymenl

named the categories. The pages in the
portal were named: Home, Academics,

Page choice

temporary period of confusion and
productivity. IT project managers

loss of

are tasked

dropped tasks into categories and then

2.

a

justift the link locations.

"Big bang" software releases often result
in a significant number of produc-

Finances, Campus Life, Social Media, and
Personal Info. (Figure 2)

September 2013 involved planning and
coordination with the communications
and marketing team.

Well-Being on the Campus Services page

online information-architecture-testing

and

launch, during which more than

fied the log-in page to the legacy system,
inviting users to try out the new portal.
Our third and major release in

under IUP's Center for Health and WellBeing, it was placed under Health and

that links be moved, the team could then
point to research that drove design deci-

The three rounds of tests included the

S6dsl Mcdia

20,000 user accounts were activated. During the launch, IUP's Web team modi-

in 44 clicks to the Academics page and
173 clicks to Campus Services. Atthough
Disability Support Services is not housed

was

9dson6l

eil

Our second release in July 2013 was

under Academic Resources on the Academics page. The usability test resulted

find it.

Each tabte

what items went on which pages.

the university's disability support servicThis service provides Iearning support

More than 175 students took part
in these online exercises, enticed by the

Page names: Users dragged

ltffi€

es.

How were the pages named? How did
the team determine what items went on

1.

Llte Fin&&s

number of users in a controlled lab
environment. Second, incoming students

because that's where students expected to

Oowntoadc

Ihefi pLacemert ffire.

An example of a finding through the
usability research was the placement of

Whal Goes Where? Structured Ontine
Design Exercises

following options:

placem€nts

lnfo

block in a Powerpoint template

sity

polEtar

Clreck oa your p.ogre$ toward yolr degree
Find out who ygur adviw i$
Ge-t an.enroltment ced,rrGt€ to *nd to smeone
/Jro wants
pffit o! my enrollmert
An af,nouncefrent of an up€omin9 ,adem,c dsd:ine
G€t hetp wth a sritrng a*igsment
S*rch the tibrary Gtatoq
&ffiry€ a spae in the Clak Grove For yolr grorp.s nexl
gign up lor lhe housinq ,ortery
find a lob al the Ca,op
A listinq oF ulsmlnE eyents

the implementation team conducted
three days ofstructured design ses-

design experts. The team decided to

ilatrlx ,

ghow5thepereenta9eofyfufpartcipao!swhoi.orteothat*i6uitoiniio-rcp,na,n96teqo.y-

to any single stakeholder. To control

members designed each content
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I
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legacy system

for

13 years.

What was the

team's strategy to ease users through this
change?
Best practices call

the end-user population to be trained
as power users andior involved with a
as

tions (users just needed to look a little
harder to find new link locations).

good news of the system. By including

B0l: What Are the Goals ol the Portal

more than 175 staff and administrators in
focus group sessions and communicating

and How Will lts lmpact Be Measured?
Western Pennsylvania, the home of IUR

with them throughout implementation,
the team engaged key constituents in an

faces declining university enrollment due

workers. Students in the Communica-

tions Media department produced four

promotional videos-two for students
and two for faculty and staff. The videos
were featured in daily e-newsletters to
staff and students and were also promoted via IUP's Facebook and Twitter
feeds.

The first two videos were distributed
the week before the portal went live. They

contained the "WIIFM" (What's in it for
me?) message. The brief, flashy videos explained the benefits that the portal would
provide to end users. They got people
excited about the portal while not going

into

a

lot of detail.

The last two videos were distributed the day of go-live and provided
page-by-page overview of MyIUP

to fewer high school graduates. The peak
of 13 1,000 Pennsylvania high school seniors in 2007-2008 is expected to decline
to 1 16,000 in 2014-2015, before starting
to recover. With strategic enrollment
management, the emphasis must be not
only on student recruitment but also on
student retention. MyIUP is an important part of this strategY.
Getting students involved in campus
organizations and events is one way to
retain more students. A student getting
involved and building close personal
relationships as a freshman is more likely
to return as a sophomore. During MyIUP
requirement-gathering sessions, students
told us that "finding out what to do on
campus" ranked high on their

priority

list.
At IUR all students receive a dailY
email newsletter containing campus news
and upcoming events. During the first

a

with

voiceover. In addition to being featured
in the daily e-newsletter blasts, these were

included on the Portal's homePage.
Student workers in IUP's office of
communications Produced Posters
promoting the portal. Team members
met with the student newspaper, which
featured stories about MyIUP leading up
to its deployment. WIUP-FM and WIUP-

TV broadcast messages coordinated with
the university's network of television
marquees,
This "communication blitz" resulted

in more than 2,300 user log-ins to the

AoUTAJournal

semester start-up and a relatively quiet

ambassadors, contributing to the system's
design, training others, and spreading the

adoption, the imPlementation team
leveraged the talents of IUP's student

winter2ol3

was after

goJive involved forgotten passwords and
users unable to find links to their applica-

informal change network.
To achieve buy-in and increase portal
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2013-adate chosen because it

day in terms o[ university business'
Most help-desk tickets on the day of

for 10 percent of

change network. These people serve

portal on go-live day on September 9,

month of launch, the portal's home page
featured a graphic explaining how events
posted to the newsletter automatically
display in MyIUR with a link to a form
used to submit events to the newsletter. On the day of system Go-Live, more
students clicked through to the form than
any other day of the Year.
Another focus ofthe Portal is Providing access to academic support and

All stuportal to register for class

services that can benefit students.

dents use the

and check their grades. We've positioned
other academic services, such as the writ-

ing center, academic suPPort and tutor-

t

ing, and major and career exploration, at
the top of the page. The intent is to make
students aware of additional academic

0ther Duties as Assigned

support services that they otherw.ise

Keith Fowlkes,

MA, MBA (keith.towtkes@centre.edu)

wouldn't see.
Varketing academic \crvice\ to

Cl0, lnformation Technology Services

students r'vho may be unaware of them

Centre College

can irnprovc not .rnly \tudent retenlion

but also student success. During an early
testing session, one of the student testers
remarked,

"I didn't

My list of responsibilities has included the lollowing (just to name
over the years at Saint Mary's, UVa-Wise, and now Centre College:

.

even know all of these

MyIUP ii proving to be an irnportant
tool for pron'roting events and including
targeted announcements. From the stu-

.

do so once a r'veek, makirrg MyIUP one

of the more valuable pieces of campus

by coming in under budget and ahead

of schedule. Leveraging lessons learned

from other institutions, controlling
scope creep, investing time in the design
phase, and conducting usability research

that lirnited portal revisions contributed
to the success of the project. Winners
include staff, facultS and students who
receive access to news, npcoming events,

and content that are relevant and help

them to find their success.
Eric Barker is the portal administrator
for lndiana University of Pennsylvania. A
graduate of Carnegie Mellon University,
Eric spent nine years as an lT and change
management c0nsultant with Accenture
before joining IUP to start up the university's first student portal.
learn more

ablut MylUP, visit

www.

nt/myi u p, sea rc h Y0 u Tube for MylUP, 0r e-mail myiup-admin@
iup.edu.
ed u/e n ro

I Im e

Development and management of college-run television and radio operaions

Involvement in stale and lederal investigations into Internet crimes by
faculty, staff, and/or students

The NIyIUP project surprised many

To

Engagement and collaboration with state and federal political leadership
Work with on-campus projects ranging from HVAC monitoring and
LEED certifications to building design and renolration

t

.

online real estate.

i u p.

Membership and leadership of economic development efforts by chambers of commerce and other groups

.
.

dent population, about 10 percerrt 1og in
at least once a day, and about 50 percent

Consultation with public planning commissions and IDAs on regional
infrastructure development

.

services existedl"

a few)

.

And, of course, teaching a course every now and then to stay engaged
with students, the real reason we are in higher education!

s
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Journey to the Cloud

e

*
*
*

Transitioning to the Cloud Changes the Skills
Required of Communications Directors

o
by Paul Korzeniowski

*

/f high".-.dr.ation communications

of

the communications manager. While that
job previously included responsibility

the millennium for

First, telecom systems became smarter

for ordering new circuits or debugging

same as when you

and more automated. Voice vendors

software, it increasingly entails sifting

Let's look at some of the changes that

mimicked the data world and delivered

our industry and what
impact they have had on our job description.

computer-based systems, with the smarts

through a growing array of reports.
"With cloud, executives need to focus

took over the phones.

have happened in

Tiaditionally, telecom directors were

a

variety of reasons.

to configure themselves. Users became

more on business issues and less on tech-

responsible for making their own systems

nology," explained Dean Meyer, founder

changes. Manually intensive processes

of IT consulting firm N. Dean Meyer and

purchasers and maintainers of communi-

that once took months (such as installing

Associates Inc. The transition is quite

cation equipment, responsible for selecting, installing, and maintaining complex

some cases just days.

devices supported by small armies

)a a a o o a o o a o a o a a o a a

cloud
camputing is its elastic nature and
the agility it gives customerc to
dynamically scale their tT usage
based on their exact demands.
One of the chiet benetits of

of

a new

PBX) now required weeks-and in

Network design evolved with the rise

dramatic for technical personnel, but not
difficult for managers and executives who
may actually prefer contract language,

technicians. They

of the TCP/IP protocol. Autonomous

oversawcomplex

voice, data, and video networks were

performance standards, and penalties for
nonperformance to technical descrip-

volce systems

consolidated. Allocating bandwidth and

tions.

that were targety

keeping the network up and running

hands-on. They

became simpler. Telecom personnel were

Cloud technology has become very
popular: Gartner Inc. estimates that

spent lots of time

managing a group

no longer stuck in the wiring closet trying to figure out which piece of cable was

oftechnicians

not working. Instead, they were looking

spending on public cloud services

will

billion in 2015, up from $131
billion at the end of 2013. The promise
reach $180

who were respon-

at reports about uptime, availability, and

of reducing costs and increasing business

sible for delivering

outages.

flexibility are two factors driving academic institutions to this new computing

clear dial tone and

updating the PBX

Finally, new communication tools
emerged. E-mail. instant messaging,

model.

and students came, moved, or left the

videoconferencing, and social networking
systems provided employees with more

telecom directors now manage relation-

universitv.

ways to connect to customers, partners,

ships more often than devices. They

as

faculty, staff,

O,0.. th" past decade or so, new

technology has changed just about
everl.thing, morphing data and voice so
that telecom professionals have become
less hands-on,

frontline techies and

As the technology gains momentum,

and coworkers. The range of devices

must make sure that their vision of how

that users rely on to perform their work

the technology operates is in concert

grew. In addition to servers, PCs, and

with their supplier's view about service
delivery. In the cloud, this position is no

laptops, workers embraced smartphones
and tablets. This change moved device

more hands-off, back-office manag-

purchases out from the IT department to

longer responsible for purchasing, deploying, and monitoring distinct devices.

will only increase as
cloud computing gains momentum, so

the nearest retailer.

With the move to the cloud,

Clouds in the Forecast

transfers its top technical folks from its

ers. Such changes

telecom professionals have already begun

to develop a new skill set based more on
analyzing service contracts than perusing

technical manuals.
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The role began to shift at the turn

technology has been your career, yotive
probably noticed that things are not the

Winter2013 ACUTAJournal

The public cloud takes this transforma-

tion one step further: The burden of
infrastructure moves largely away from

a

university

staff to its supplier. When problems arise,
the phone call to fix them no longer has

local exchange.

a

I
instead, the communications manager becomes responsible for overseeing
the management of contracts outlining
are
how various communicalion services
a
contract'
Such
perform.
expected to
which can be a few or dozens of Pages'

usually addresses issues in three categories: service, support, and performance
expectations' What type of application
or service is provided? What devices
can access it? How is it delivered' and
how is it priced-per user or bulk fee?
What type of support is supplied' when
is

said Michael R. Overly,

partner at Foley

sources

contracts.
Indeed, the area where the most
signi{icant disagreements arise is the

many
service level agreement (SLA)' Like
complex, legally binding documents'
are a
the devii is in the details, so there
of items that universities need

two
to closely examine. SLAs focus on
time)
response
(availabiiity
and
features
is
that are hard to define' The SLAs goal
delivery
to break communication service
into trackable, measureable units and
periodically examine how well the vendor

will
measured, and what penalties' if any'
not
are
be incurred if those expectations
met?

Welcome to the Cloud
With the move to the cloud, the IT
no
department's role changes' They are
longer the front-line support personnel;

from
instead, they are one step removed
device management'

transition to the cloud begins'

defined-

within the university, from the univerthe
sity to the vendor, and then within
vendor's organization' The university
needs to know roles (ideally names)'

phone numbers, time period of availthe
ability, number of support tiers' and

definition of the escalation process'
After that, the negotiating becomes
more complex. The reality is that the
two parties involved approach these
points'
contracts from opposite vantage
The university wants the best commuat
nications resources available to users
the lowest cost, taking into consideration
performance and totai cost of ownership'
the
The vendor needs to get a return on
the
higher
the
so
provides,
it
service that

price, the better the return'
careContract details must always be

work
fully scrutinized so that the results
for each party. "Customers are often
contract
surprised that the boilerplate
virtuoffers
provide
that many vendors

periods
versity needs to be aware of such
and try to ensure that vendor-scheduled
ideally
maintenance windows match up
with tl-reir own maintenance windows'
or at least low-use or nonusage periods'
so that maintenance will not negatively
affect delivery of the school's services'
Unforeseen Problems arise' equiP-

number

you
support calls be escalated? How do
(99 or
expectations
performance
define
99.999 availability), how is performance

each step needs to be clearly

a

in IT
& Lardner LLR who sPecializes

it available (2417,g15), and how wiil

As the

that objective is unrealistic for a couple
o[ reasons. In some cases' maintenance
work needs to be done, so online reunihave to be taken offline' The

if the
ally no protection for the customer
service is not available for any reasonj'

is performing.

ClarilYing AvailabilitY Details
to
Universities would like their networks
but
time'
the
of
percent
100
be available

ment does not work as designed' and
A
unscheduled downtime haPPens'
much
how
university must determine
downtime it can tolerate'
As networks have become larger and
underlying components (servers' appiica-

tions, network switches, and end devices'
such as PCs, smartphones, and tablets)

more complex, determining availability

)

MiCTA
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Toll Free: 888.9 64'2227

www.mictatech.org
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mede availahle

a

has become more

(and a user or two), note.h/orthy (one line
how and tens of users are knocked offline),
quickly a database-management
system and major infractions (system down
for
Processes transactions, how much extra everyone-or
close to it-for minutes,
available bandwidth is on a wireless
link, not seconds). Ifthe cloud provider has
and everything in behveen. The
user has a certain number of minor
infractions
very basic concerns: access, security,
and in a certain period, they could equal a
response time.
noteworthy or even a major inf.action.
In cloud engagements, the SLA
What recourse the user has if the
often does not ofrer a sim,ar focus.
The vendor does not meet its availability
difficult. A wide

ever growing) array of tools
measure

Beyond agility, another top reason
why many customers embrace cloud
computing is potential cost savings;
yet, sometimes schools do not pay
close

enough attention to potential revenue
streams that can be slipped into a
con_
tract by a vendor unnoticed. In some
cases, the vendor may not identi$,
the
items as fees or list them in the,,Fees,,
section of the document.

provider concentrates on what it
delivers, goals is also open to interpretation
and
Minimums are one example of
and its responsibilities may stop
at
negotiation. The school could receive
hidden
fees. A university has 100 Gb
ous points arong the line from
the user's rebates if service is especiany
poor in a
of
storage
at one rate (often quite low)
systems to the data source. so,
the
particular period. Ifthere are consistent
but
incurs
a higher fee when additional
provider and the university first
declines in service, then the provider
may storage is needed. In another
agree on what availability
case, the
agree to make internal .hu.rg.r,
improve
vendor provides conservative estimates
"In some cases, ava,ab,ity is defined
availab,ity, and monitor tt ui p.og...r.
on how much transferring data into
as simply the ability to ,ping,a
One of the chief benefits of cloud
or
out of the cloud costs, but when the
said Foley & Lardner's overry. In
computing is its erastic nature and
the
service
is performed, the costs are much
case, the physical connection
from
agiliiy it gives customers to dynamica,y
higher.
AIso, a vendor may stipulate that
employee to the service may be
up,
scale their IT usage based on their
exact
ifa reported problem is found to be the
the user on campus is not able to
demands. If the university expects
to
usert fault, the customer can be billed
up a software program or access
for
needed need such changes, parameters need
to
be
the
time and material needed to investi_
data' In essence) the vendor considers
discussed with the provider. How
quickly gate the issue.
service available but the universiry
will the new service be delivered? How
The vendor may tilt the contract
not; so' a mutual understanding
to_
of terms similar or dissim,ar w,l its
performance
ward locking in the customer. Ideally,
is
the
metrics

vari-

cloud
must
means.

device,,,
this
the
but
open
the
does

essential.

Next, they need to determine how

availability performance information
be captured and presented
to the

will

customer. Vendors have a variety
of tools
to keep their systems up and running.

With cloud, they must extend these
tools
and provide various reports to
custom_
ers that summarize system performance.

A best case is transparent access
to each
other,s systems. Currently, that
feature is
more a wishlist item than a deliverable.
Consequently, the customer may
want
to supplement the vendort tools
with a
third_party service designed to
mea_

performance from multiple points
around the country.
The time period determining
avail_
ability performance also has
to be estab_
lished. The vendor qpically
consolidates
sure

the information periodically:
weekly,

monthly, quarterly, or annually.
The con_
tract may provide detailed
descriptions
of different tlpes of availability

short_
comings: minimum disruption
(impacts
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Two Big lssues: Security and Costs
Security breaches are all too common

in IT today, and they become

a red flag

when universities discuss cloud services.
The SLA should outline how the
vendor

will deal with them when they occur.
First, how does the service provider
inform the university about the breach?
Does the vendor make the breach public?

Who informs the university users
about
the problem?
While providers should share infor_
mation about suspected security breaches
ASAR that is not always possible.
In some
not sure they are under at_
tack. Or the breach may have
been going
cases, they are

on for a while, so they need to research
and find out the specifics. The
contract
should outline a reporting process
as
well as guidelines for what information

it

contract includes a transitioning clause,
which kicks in when theret a breach
of
contract or the client decides to move
to
a different supplier. This clause
should
make distinctions between existing
and

transitioning service expenses, so the
school doesn't pay duplicate costs
during
the transition.
Gonclusion
The traditional role of the communica_
tion manager is changing. Tiied_and_
true techie fi;nctions are becoming
Iess relevant as the cloud is
embraced.
Consequently, even the most
competent
and technologically astute communica_

tions professional now needs
a new skill
ability to sift through
complex contracts and ensure
that a
cloud provider delivers the proper
set that includes the

Ievel

of service to the university.
is

provided to the client as a vendor
investi_
gates a possible security breach.

Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance
writer
and frequent contributor t0
the Journal.
Contact h i m at pau lkorzen@ao
l. com.
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Near Field Technology 0pens Doors
Beta Tests promise smartphone security x

o{,"iloxiiliL,",,

buildings falls under IT, campus security,

think Bluetooth-style communications.
Recently both colleges and vendors have

our transactions secure. The combination
makes for a first-rate experience for our

or housing services, eventually IT must

proved that NFC is viable technology

students and our stalf," Rossi says.

weigh in on technology discussions. One
area gaining traction on campuses is use
of near field communications (NFC) and

for physical and logical access control
on campus. Users wave their cell phone,
instead of an access badge, at a reader to

than happy with the results. "Students
who participated had to be in certain

smartphones for access control.
Colleges like the University of San

gain access to labs, office suites, or dorms'
"There is certainly a demand for read-

dorms where I was beta testing," she says.
They were able to un-

Francisco (USFCA) and Villanova

ers and credentials that are NFC ready,

Universitn near Philadelphia, are making
smartphone-based NFC part of their

so schools

lock the dorm's exterior
doors and the door to

security technology roadmap. But there

wide enough adoption for them to want
to incorporate it into their programs,"

their suite, and to use
vending or laundry
machines in that dorm

confirms Sarah Ledwith, marketing

only.

Wheth.t

responsibility for access to

are bumps.

"NFC for access control and payments

will

the technology

be prepared to support

if and when it

reaches a

and universities, with

is the wave of the future," says lason

manager, colleges

Rossi, director of One Card and campus

the CBORD Group, Inc., in Ithaca, New
York. "Our customers who have already

security systems at USFCA. He adds a
caveat: The industry needs to introduce
more connecting applicances that will
complete the loop to make it work.
NFC appliances include tags, cards,

Gallagher ran a betatest and was more

implemented NFC agree that the infrastructure was a good investment whether
NFC takes off or not," she saYs.
"The adoption of secure, contactless

"We had zero problems. The technology
works," Gallagher says.
There was one

in-

convenient requirement
to be part of Villanova s
beta: Students had to

or

credentials is a positive from security,

have an iPhone 4

clude household appliances like refrigerators, which will be able to inventory their

convenience, and maintenance perspec-

iPhone 45. Thus,

contents and generate a shopping list. In

they were already using these secure

is one problem

fact, LG's Smart ThinQ line already al-

credentials before ever considering NFC,"

emerging technology,

lows users with smartphones to tap their

Ledwith says.

is

and cell phone handsets and soon

phones to monitor,

access, and

will in-

control

tives,

with or without NFC. In all

cases,

As a pilot, USFCA tested NFT in

hall for door access and
Instead of presenting
payments.
laundry

NFC-enabled features on their appliance.
Nokia claims to have released the first

a residence

NFC appliance for the mass market in

their USFCA One Cards, ParticiPat-

with its 6131 handset.
"This is the way to go," agrees KathY
Gallagher, director of the WildCard Of-

ing students used the aptiQmobile app
on their personal iPhones to enter the

fice at Villanova. She notes that students

existing credentials. The NFC credential

2011

have a propensity to lose plastic

ID cards'

"No student can walk three feet away
from their smartphone and not realize it
is gone."

Like Rossi, she wishes Apple and other
smartphone manufacturers would make

building and pay for laundry using their
with USFCAs CS
Gold campus card system from CBORD'

seamlessly integrates

Students reacted positively.

"Our

students have embraced it, telling us they
prefer the convenience of their iPhones

near lield technology (NFT) access native

to digging for their One Cards. This convenience is important to us, but equally

on their phones.

important is the security of using their

For those not familiar with NFC,

existing contactless credentials, keeping

it is
not all paradise. If there

with the

with this

it

access device.

Hurdles to Jump
The first drawback to NFT is that not
everyone carries an iPhone or other

smartphone. On most college campuses,
well over half of the students-usually 60
percent or

more-do

have smartphones.

The numbers are somewhat less

for fac-

ulty and for staff.
Gallagher estimates 85 percent of students at Villanova carry a smartphone of
some sort and sees that number increas-

ing as students look to a single device to
house their music, texting, Internet, and
voice calling.
Rossi and Gallagher

both Point to

a

second, more immediate challenge' Rossi

)
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lays that hurdle at the feet of cell phone
manufacturers. "We need Apple and

building access-point readers. More than

mercial marketing. "If smart-enabled

70 percent of students surveyed prefer

Google to include the NFC chip natively

AD-Series locks or XceedID smart

using their phones to enter buildings over

in their phones," he says.

their WildCards.

readers are already installed, it's simply a
matter of downloading the credentials to

Most phone users, Rossi notes, love

their cell phone

"Today's students are so technologi-

the students'phones and they are ready
to go. If nonsmart access technology is

that it is second nature for
them to put everything on their phones
and, most of the time, it's already in their

"That is the big barrier to widespread

being used, multitechnology readers can
be installed to help ease rhe transirion

hands while walking across campus,"

adoption," Rossi says. "students love the
concept. They do not like having to add
on an accessory to their phone."

by reading both the ID badges and the

explains Gallagher. "We want to provide

smartphones."

case.

They do not want

to be bothered with an appliance to allow
them to use their smart phone as a key.

Gallagher agrees, noring it seems
to be more a problem for women than
for men. "My fstudent] daughter has
12 phone cases and changes them with
her mood," she says. Using the currently

required external NFC appliance case is a
fashion disaster for some young women.
Gallagher sees another small impact

from migrating to NFC. Her office will

cal1y advanced

our students the utmost in convenience
and flexibility through the technology we
offer. It's easier for students to use an app

on their phone than to dig for their card."
It is easy on her office's personnel
count, too. "NFC had zero impact on
my staff. I did not need additional head
count at a1l," Gallagher says. "It had no
impact on my student workers or staff."
CS Gold, Villanova's campuswide onecard system, fully supports NFC creden-

lose a good revenue stream that comes

tials. The university's existing door-access

from replacing lost plastic IDs. "Most of
the IDs are not truly lost or stolen," she
has found. In many cases, the student

readers accept the NFC credentials, and
students and staffwalk through the credential download process with ease.

simply misplaced the ID or was too lazy
to go back to their room to get a forgot-

After

ten card and is willing to pay for the

a student's phone an invitation to
download the aptiQmobile app from the
iPhone App Store. Students then use the

convenience of obtaining a new one.
Nova Solulion
Last year, instead of

their traditional

WildCard ID cards, Villanova

1er select

students and staff use their personal

smartphones to access residence hal1s.
CBORD deployed the CS Gold/aptiemobile Web-based solution in partnership

with Ingersoll Rand Security to students.
With the smartphone app, students simply open the aptiQmobile app on their
phone and present their smartphones at

Matthew K. Arthur, CISSp
Director, Media Services &

lncident Communications Solutions
Washington University in St. Louis

simple student conliguration

change, CS Gold automatically sends

app to download their WildCard credentials directly to their phones.
Gallagher says it takes about one
minute to enrol1 a student in the NFC
program.

"The beauty of the aptiQmobile NFC
is that the organization may

solution

not need to change out its locks when it

smartphone manufacturers catch up.
Meanwhile, USFCA continues its smarr
card reader deployment. It allows entry

using a contactless card.
"It's going full steam," Rossi says.

During the course of this and the next
academic year, any access points

reader. These include residence hal1 pe-

rimeter and hallway doors, administrative
building perimeter doors, high-security
access points, high-traffic access points,
and access points installed via new
construction/renovation. Campus dining

locations and many point-of-sale locations also will be migrated to contactless
smart card readers.
"We want our use of NFC to enhance
the USFCA One Card experience on
many ler.els, which is why we introduced

it for both door

access and

winter 2013 ACUTA Journat

laundry pay-

ment," Rossi says.
Gallagher, too, is certain Villanova

will roll out NFC once the enabling technology is available on smartphones. She
says, however, this does not mean that

Technologies vice president for com-

they can completely abandon cards.

I oversee the Media Services group (htrp://mediaservices.wustl.edu)
in

addition to my role as incident communications solutions director. you
can get an idea of the former by going to our website. The
latter covers mv
work as the IT person involved with the emergency preparedness
effort on
campus and primarily deals with emergency communicalions.
In addition,
'
I tend to be the point person from IT on universiry-t.u.t
in.ia.ntr;il
could include evenrs like rhe crinton crobar rnitiative University
we hosted
last spring. I represent central IT and bring in others
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will

be migrated to a contactless smart card

becomes commercially available," adds
Raj Venkat, Ingersoll Rand Security

Other Duties as Assigned
(arthur@wustl.edu)

a

Expanding lhe App

Both USFCA and Villanova indicate they
plan to move forward with NFC once

i, ,f,.

"rgrrir^,;-r.

"I don't
get

see mag

going away. I cannot

'A mobile ID

Gallagher says she feels NFC gives

nient way for students to have access,"
Gallagher adds. "Once Apple releases the

heightened security. If the wrong person

rid of plastic," she says. "I cannot

mandate a person buY a smartPhone."
lmproved Security
No NFC device is 100 percent secure.
NFC does provide users an extra layer of
security since most handsets can be set to
allow transfer of information (whether
financial or access) onlywhen the user
expressly authorizes the transaction via
a password.

This contrasts with fobs or

tags, which

work for anyone who has

them in their possession. That said,

a

lost phone with a weak password is

a

problem.
NFC works with a radio signal. '.and
all radio signals can be intercepted. With
NFC, an eavesdropper would have to be
closer than about 25 feet to grab a signal.

But it is not impossible. There are apps
that a1low a user to "double-down" on se-

curity making it that much more difficult

finds a plastic WildCard on campus they
can try it in nearby doors, use it to buy

technology in their phone, this will be the
way to go:'

things, and otherwise create havoc. On
top of that, a student can give a friend a
card to buy food or do laundry. "When

Curt Harler, contributing editlr flr the
Journal, is a freelance writer who specializes in technology topics. Reach Curt at

was the last time you saw a student give

someone else their phone for a couple

is a safer, more conve-

of

hours?" she asks.

Villanova asks the students to protect

curt@curtharler.com.
To learn more about NFC technolog, read

"Near Field Communication Brings Con-

the app with a four-digit PIN code.

yenience to Campus" by Hugh

Since each student has to be invited to

the summer 2013 ACUTA Jo'trnal, or visit

download the apP to his or her Phone,
they cannot pass offtheir credentials to

Grffiths in

the NFC Forum at www.nfc-forum.org'
a

friend without giving up their phone.

"It can't be forged, either," Gallagher
says, and it's safer for students, too. Most
students carry their phone in their hand
or back pocket. That eliminates fumbling

through a backpack for a card when trying to get into a dorm.

The Near Field Communication Forum
formed to advance the use of near field

was

mmunicatio ns technolo gy by developing
ecifi cations, ensuring interop erability
among devices and services, and educat-

co
sp

ing the market about NFC technology.
Formed in 2004, the Forum now has 170+
members.

to hijack a signal.

loud

ler

The Voire of Enterprise Cloud
A monthly rcport on cloud communications
for the enteprise.
Visit us at www.cloudreseller,com and www.telecomreseller.com
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Legal Gonsiderations in DAS Deployment
what to think about before the big decision

s
&
by Martha

Buyer

g

,4s distributed antenna systems (DASs)
are increasingly being deployed across

governing DAS deployment. Specilically,
the federal government, supported to

communities-particularly college

some extent by recent court decisions,

and university communities_a timely

has tried to create an environment where
local authorities can call the shots-un-

consideration of the merits of DAS with
particular attention to legal obligations

less those shots mean preventing the

on existing support structures (such as towers and poles). This section of law,

which

became effective immediately upon passage,

and strategies for successful implementa_

expansion of wireless services

communities. Translating, that means the
decisions can be local unless they would
deny the market to potential participants,

that exists to support wireless networks.
A DAS is perfectly suited to the campus

demand for services, municipal governments were often less than cooperative in

in which case federal law intercedes.
Motivated by a clear understanding that

environment, particularly the campus
in need of network capacity. Given the

allowing providers to place or modif, additional equipment on existing structures.

a DAS can provide a healthy amount of
bandwidth over a controlled area at a rea-

ubiquitous presence of smart phones and
other bandwidth hogs, it's probably not
that big of a stretch that DAS solutions

sonable cost, the federal government has

CRPT-

taken some important steps to ease the

pdf, additional guidance is available at

regulatory hurdles that have often made
deployment of new technologies difficult.

http ://www.fcc. gov/document/local- review-

Planning for DAS deployment in-

within

There are three primary federal stat-

cludes a great deal of detailed work, not

utes that address, and potentially affect,

solely from the engineering perspective,

local authority over wireless communica-

but also from public safety, finance, and
legal angles as well. This article, with the
active participation of DAS consultant

tions facilities.

Jim O'Gorman of Communications

lief and |ob Creation At of 2012 (Pub.L.

Engineering, LLC, and past president of
the Society of Telecommunications Consultants, Inc. (www.stcconsultants.org),

112-96, H.R.3630, 126 Stat. 156, enacted

was drafted

in response to complaints by

wireless providers that, despite increasing

While the full text of the relevant statute is
available at http://www. gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
1 1

2hrpt399lpdf/CRPT

-1

12hrpr399.

collocation -applications- interpretive- guidance. At the most basic level, the important

information for end users is that some
modifications to existing antennas and towers are permissible, whether local govern-

I. The most recent of these comes from
56409 of the 2012 Middle Class Tax Re-

ment is supportive or not.
Section 6a09G) reads as follows:
I ) In general, a state or local government
may not deny, and shall approve, any
(

will highlight some issues that should be

February 22,2012), which, in relevant
part, addresses the challenges of collocation of new and replacement equipment

eligible facilities request for a modification of an existing wireless tower or base
station that does not substantially change

considered not after DAS is instailed, but

on existing wireless towers.

the physical dimensions of such tower or

before even the most basic decisions to

II.47 U.S.C.

base station.

proceed are made. Relevant federal laws

included in the original Telecommunica-

(2) Eligible facilities request

will

tionsAct of 1996

of this subsection, the term "eligible facili-

be presented in detail, although

for

S 3a21c)171, which was

(P. L.

No. 104-104, 110

-

for purposes

state- and municipal-specific informa_

Stat. 56 (1996)), preserves local authority

ties request" means any request for modifi-

tion, legislation, rules, and guidance will

over wireless-tower placement, while also
setting parameters for local action on

station that involves

likely be different, based on conditions
that exist at individual locations.

cation of an existing wireless tower or base

requests for placement of new wireless

l. collocation of new transmission

facilities.

equipment

III. In contrast,4T U.S.C. 9253 preempts
local laws and regulations that prohibit

or

telecommunications infrastructure, this
has not been the case_or at least is not

(either directly or effectively) any entity
from providing telecommunications

ment.

currently the case_with respect to rules

services-

While the federal government has
often been slow to exert its regulatory
muscle in many issues associated

Winter20l3

This section ofthe law addresses the instal-

lation and modification of wireless facilities

tion may be a worthwhile undertaking.
At its most basic level, a DAS is a hy_
brid collection of small wireless antennas

wili soon be required in nursery schools.
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l. Section 6409 - Gollocation
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with

2. removal of transmission equipment
3. replacement of transmission equip-

(3) Applicability of environmental laws.

Comments by Jim 0'Gorman

FCC Guidance Document

This information is critical to those seeking to install DAS, since
[t]he mounting of the proposed antenna on the tower would
quality' Carriers are
increase the existing height of the tower by more than 10olo, or by interference reduces both capacity and signal
as possible,
interference
careful to monitor and eliminate as much
the height of one additional antenna array with separation from

l)

the nearest existing antenna not to exceed 20 feet, whichever is
greater, except that the mounting of the proposed antenna may

limits set forth in this paragraph if necessary to
avoid interference with existing antennas;

exceed the size

2) [t]he mounting of the proposed antenna would involve the
installation of more than the standard number of new equipment cabinets for the technology involved, not to exceed four, or
more than one new equipment shelter;

so it's highly likely that a carrier would have a strong argument to
los'
be granted variances in height and configuration since the real
substibcarrier
the
permitted
are
not
are
ers when such changes

ers in the area being sert ed.
Carriers

will try

to plan

for expansion and generally will have

space for two BSTs [base station transceiters]within a single
shelter. However, the landlord should expect that the carrier(s)
will want to add additional equipment needed to address future

technologies and capacity requirements.

3) It]he mounting of the proposed antenna would involve
adding an appurtenance to the body of the tower that would
protrude from the edge of the tower more than 20 feet, or more
than the width of the tower structure at the level of the appurtenance, whichever is greater, except that the mounting of the
proposed antenna may exceed the size limits set forth in this

This language, although abit "legalese," simply requires that
antennas and supporting structures that extend less than 20 feet,
or less than the width of the tower, will not require additional

approval.

paragraph if necessary to shelter the antenna from inclement
weather or to connect the antenna to the tower via cable;

a) [t]he mounting of the proposed antenna would involve
excavation outside the current tower site, defined as the current
boundaries of the leased or owned property surrounding the tower
and any access or utility easements currently related to the site

Nothing in paragraph

(I

) shall be

construed to relieve the Commission

ance document

providing some useful

clarification, with italicized commentary

by O'Gorman.
from the requirements of the National
Also left vague bY the language in $
Historic Preservation Act or the National
6409(a) are the definitions of"wireless
Environmentai Policy Act of 1969.
The original statute's language is inher-

ently vague for its failure to define key
terms including "collocation," "tower,"
"base station," and "substantially change."
However, key definitions that were not

included in the original legislation have
now been issued in a non-binding guid-

tower" and "base station." The FCC's recent guidance document also refers to the
National Collocation Agreement where
the following information is provided:

"A'tower' is defined

..

. as 'any struc-

ture built for the sole or primary purpose

ance document (key phrase there is "non-

of supporting FCC-licensed antennas and
their associated facilities.' (This defini-

binding") issuedbythe FCC in lanuary
2013. The information in the chart on the

tion applies to a donor antenna. Signals
obtained via donor antennas are referred

next page quotes from the FCC's guid-

to

as

OTA or Over the Air')

"A'base station'is defined as consisting of'radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial
cable, a regular and backup power supply,

and other associated electronics'"'1

According to the FCC, "Section
6409(a) applies to the collocation, removal,
or replacement of equipment on a wire-

In this context,
it is reasonable to interpret a

less tower or base station.
we believe
'base

station'to include

a

structure that

currently supports or houses an antenna,
transceiver, or other associated equipment that constitutes part of a base
station.2 Moreover, given the absence of
any

limiting statutory language, Ithe FCC]

believeIs] that a'base station' encompasses

Act of,1993, WT Docket No. lO-133, Annual Report and Analysis
Implementation of Section 6002(b) of the omnibus budget Reconciliation
Mobile services, Fifteenth Report, 26FCC Rcd' 9664' 9481'
commercial
wiriist,i"duding
of competitive Mark"t cordit1on, *ith Respect to Mouil,
1

See

para.308 (2011).

Review
programmatic Agreement Regarding the Section 106 National Historic Preservation Act
also47 c.F.R. part i, App. C, Nationwide
shelters' or cabinets assources'
power
cabling'
wiring'
swiiches,
equipmeit,
process, S II.A. l4 (defining ' ,o*".i a include "the-on-site fenciig,
an Antenna as defined herein")'
sociated withthat Tower but not installed as part of

,

See
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such equipment in any technological

and zoning on requests for placement

confi guration,

new "personal wireless service facilities.,,

including distributed

antenna systems and small cells."

According to Jim O'Gorman, "What,s
interesting is that the FCC defines a
DAS as a base station. This is most likely
because the carrier's backhaul and radio

equipment terminates in its BTS located

huge power (greater now than it was
then) of the wireless carriers to force
municipalities to comply with their
wishes in terms of deploying national

external antenna (oDAS antennas and
donor antennas excluded) where the

to extract its own set ofconcessions in
the name of local sovereignty.

O'Gorman advises, "Perhaps most

importantly, the landlord needs to have
a clear understanding of the obligations
that both the carrier and/or tower com-

panies have regarding FCC rules, and

should play an active role in the design
process. This participation should start
when the real estate or source signal
process begins. To assume that the car-

rier (whose work will be performed by
subcontractors) will provide design and
oversight in the landlord's best interests
is a mistake.

It

is

important to remem-

ber that carriers and tower companies

networks without having to deal with
every individual community that sought

The existing Iocal regulatory author-

ity is subject to these important restrictions:
. Regulation cannot unreasonably discriminate among providers of "func-

tionally equivalent" services;
. Regulation cannot prohibit the provision of personal wireless services;
. Regulation requiring local authoriza-

tion must be acted on within

a reason-

able period of time after filing;
. Denials of a request must be carefully

resource.org/courts.gov/c/F3
F 3

I

283 I 283.

d.404.0 I -7 1 16.htmll

ilr. 47 USC 5253
This section of federal code, which was
also part of the landmark 1996 Telecommunications Act, prevents, by federal
preemption, any state or local requirement that "prohibits or has the effect of

prohibiting the ability of any entity to
provide telecommunications service."
As is often the case with broad pieces
of legislation, there are two important
exceptions to this federal preemption.
The first,47 USC 5253(b), preserves non-

discriminatory police power regulations
necessary to "protect the public safety
and welfare" or to "safeguard the rights

of consumers." The second exception,4T
USC 5253(c), preserves local authority to
manage "public rights-of-way"...and requires "fair and reasonable compensation

from telecommunications providers, on
a competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory basis, for use of public rights-of-

documented in writing and contain
substantial evidence supporting the

way on a non-discriminatory basis,

denial; and
. Regulation cannot be based on envi-

disclosed by such government."

ronmental effects of radio frequency
emissions when the proposed facilities

if

the compensation required is publicly
There has been a good amount

of

litigation regarding this section, although
as is often the case, the litigation is driven.

comply with the FCC's regulations concerning such emissions. IClear Wireless

by a wireless carrier thwarted in its path.

LLC v. Bldg. Dept. of Lynbrook,2Ot2

DAS planning and installation projects

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32126,14-23 (E.D.N.Y.,
Mar. 8, 2012), http://law.justia.com/

Drawing" quality drawings, signed and
stamped by a licensed pE, be part of the

require a great deal of input-not just
from IT or Telecom personnel, but from

cases/federal/district- courts/new-york/

potential providers, public safety officials,

lease package.

. Local ability to exercise regulatory

ll. 47 U.S.C. S s32(cX7)

authority may have greater force than
previously described in the case where
the municipal government is acting not
only in its capacity as zoning authority

would falways] prefer to keep the lease
approval period

as

short

as

possible...

often leading to less than complete lease
exhibit drawings." He recommends that
the landlord request that "Construction

This relevant section of law was included
in the original Telecommunications Act

of 1996

lP. L. No. 104-104, 110 Srat.56

(1996)1. It was designed to preserve local
authority over wireless-tower place-

28

[H.R. Conf. R. 104-4s8 at 113 (1996)].
Roughly speaking, the drafters of
the Telecom Act of 1996 recognized the

at the DAS head end. But a DAS, especially an in-building DAS, is g5percent
internal construction, so there are few

landlord would have concerns about
exceeding height or area limitations.
Nonetheless, this definition is something
that the landlord should understand."

of

nyedce I 2:20 70cv05055 I 3 107 7 I I 41)

but also as landlord. This is particularly
true with respect to issues and concerns

with RF emissions.

ment, while also preserving some sense

associated

oflocal control with respect to land use

Sprint Spectrum L.P. v. Mills,283 F.3d
404. 427 (2d Cir., 2002), https://bulk.
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Summary

engineers, and lawyers. As is the case with
any complex project, the more knowledge

that the end user has, the better able he
or she is to make the best decision.
Martha Buyer is an attorney whlse practice is primarily focused on the practice of
telecommunications law. Her practice is
a certified New York Woman-}wned Business. She is also a frequent contributor to
No Jitter. She can be reached at martha@
manhabuyer.com.
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Managing BYoD and Mobile Devices in a
Un iversitY Envi ronment
&
MSU hopes to offer a wireless network that
&
g
provides security as well as freedom of choice

by Duane Dycus

and
Michaet Bowman, PhD

While this solution is sufto handle visits on a case- membership'
of mobile devices such as the manpower
ficient and provides a level of security and
by-case basis'
smartphones and tablets present on coi-

Ih. ,rrr-b.,

legecampuseshasgrowndramaticallyinEvenwhenmobiledevicesareownedregulation,itdoesnotprovideameansto
thepastfiveyears,andthesedevicesmaybytheuniversity,supportingthemisdetectadditionalinformationaboutthe
devices that connect to it' The Bluesocket
now outnumber traditionar desktop

and

difficult. Faculty m;ers may purchase

laptopcomput".,.Cu-p.,,ITprof"s,io,'-iPadstofacilitatelectures.StaffmemberscontrollerisnearingtheendofitsSupport
life cycle, forcing network managers to

school_
owned and _approved devices on their

ars can

no ronger permit only

monitor

may acquire Android tabrets to
study replacement strategies that might
alarm systems across campus. A,-in-one

networks.Usershavegrownaccustomedappliancesorsoftwareformanagingprovidemoregranularcontrolbasedon
device attributes'

the security, applications' and policies can be
User Categories
have costly'
from
A first step in managing BYOD is to cathave
the same levei of access as they
currenl wireless Network
Our
egorize users and their requirements'
school-owned computers. We call this
Murray State University (MSU) curcategories are:
BYOD-bring your own device' Organi- rentlv controls wireless access with the
simple
provide
This
' Students' The majority of our 11'000
to
product.
zations are struggiing
,.. ,iU""*. Bluesocket
BYOD users, and they require
ByoD processes for users while ensuring ;ra-r;. to push 802.1X authentication students are
Internet access only' Student workers
adequate security for campus networks' ,. *"t"t
servers that query our Acbe granted privileged rights to
Solving the BYOD problem is com- ,t. ,r...,or, (AD) environment' Users who must
resources are given separate creplex because of the variety of devices mrst hur. an AD account and use these network
dentials with employee Figure 1. Current network permissions are
.,rrrrring different operating systems
credentials for access. Three SSIDs are
A
group membership assigned from Active Directory grjups,
network.
MSUsecure
(oSs) present on a campus
broadcast from access points.
universityenvironmentistypical1yanisasecureandencryptednetworkusingthroughAD.l-''
Faculty/staff' All
open community where people can come 802.1X protocol with TKIP encryption '
6
B
I
MSU Seare SSID

to bringing their own devices into
.u-prm environment and expect to

ili.::;:TJtstringentnetworkcheck'
There are numerous security

implica-

HH:H:::T;"ffiT.1'.1.'.:: ffiI#l,iiil?::.,
and selective

These

tials and group membership from

Active

open

tions in BYOD environments'
Directory.'MSUwireless is an
devices could contain viruses or malicious g02.1 I network for devices that may

not

I

access

network I
I
resources' IT staff have

access

to

""ewessD
I\
X-

must support 802.lX. It forces Web browsers unrestricted system
of ,. ,pfurn page where an acceptable-use access' Most faculty
be processed without any knowledge
:*?
"
and staff are provided
as the presence
o. agreed to before pro-obil. d.rri.. health, such
n"i.,
-".i
I
-/
An i..airrg. Guest is a final 802'11 network a workstation owned I
of antivirus and patches or updates'
A.*5,
software. Netr,vork access requests

ii*f*11*[:*ffi::rT,Lffi
[tr[[]'ffiT:::'-:::ff
points
school-owned i",..".,

Hl.::il:#"Il;

(

a
alntirnet

@

I E

them routinely use
|
*.'l+:-l^
dewices I
mobile devices
multiple -^hile

;m,,
C"nt",
and
machines.r users of
;;;"
BYoD
that fal1 into the
or partover the same radio.s The
could include visitors, temporary
;;*
category'
time staff and faculty, and supporting Bluesocket controller acts as a firewall,
guests' Many nonunlikely i"",-r"*
and ports available ' vendors/privileged
vendors. IT and security .turf ur.
""*orks accounts and group employee visitors to campus require access
or to users based
on AD
to have prior notice about the visitors

d",ri...

as they

do on

a

university

-,-rnetwork

access only.

The access

these different networks
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to network systems for varid

reasons,
product
permit-

such as vendors who support a
or system. some guests might be
ted access to specific servers and
data for research or as a guest

sensitive

recturer.
ByoD

devices wil be forced to utilize this
virtuar environment to estabrish con_
nections to network resources. Tablets
provided by the university will also fal

acceptable use policy

is in place. privileged guests

category.
' Tiaditional guests. Tiaditionar campus guests expect Internet access from
our open guest wireless network. This

will

be created granting membership rights

arso be

directed to this virtual desktop pool. As
resurt, users win operate

within

a secure

windows environment controled and
managed by the IT staff. This alows IT

is always a BYOD scenario

and requires a self-registra-

Figure 2. Mobire device connects to a managed

tion process.

network privileges.

vDt

a

We currently spend $100_$150 per
nonpersistent desktop provided by our
VMware cluster. Considering storage
space and licensing fees, setting up a

virtual server for this solution would cost

session that contains erevated

Securing Unknown Devices

-lBil--6}

With VDI

Currently iOS and Android
do not offer support for
operating in a Windows domain using
AD, which is the common approach to
manage access by Windows computers.
Managing mobile device network access
is referred to as mobile device manage_

ment (MDM). Our proposed solution
for managing unknown ByOD devices
eliminates the need to directly manage
the devices or deploy agents to them.
MSU currently houses persistent and
nonpersistent virtual desktop interface

(VDI)

desktops within a virtual clusrer
using VMware View. We have also
begun
using it to replace Remote Desktop
back

to workstations either through VpNs
or
from other devices. The university will
move forward with this approach, which

provides a relatively inexpensive solution

for the ByOD and MDM tasks since
we have already invested in the infra_
structure supporting it. VMware View
uses the pC over Ip (pColp) protocol
to establish a connection to the virtual
desktop OS. A user can interact
with the
same desktop environment from
any

cjient.

The VMware View client app is
available for most OSs, including
iOS
and Android.

A nonpersistent pool of virtual
desktops

wili

be established that can

personnel to maintain the health status
of these virtual machines and enforce
the same policies that are enforced for
school-owned equipment. Antivirus, up_
dates, and domain group policy will
be
present, resulting in fewer security risks
associated with mobile devices access_
ing network resources over our wireless
network.

Many network access control and
MDM solutions require a software agent
to be present on the mobile device with
health validation capabilities to ensure
the device meets specific criteria before
elevating network privileges. These

methods are intrusive and require certificates to be issued. If health validation
is not provisioned properly or analysis

and detection fail, it causes additional
security concerns. Many MDM solutions
offer a remote wipe service, but this does

little to protect sensitive data that has
been read or copied before a device
is re_
ported missing. A major disadvantage
to
this approach is lhe user learning curve
are not yet experienced with con_

if they

trolling a Windows desktop environment
from a mobile device.
A standardized registra tion process
will be in place to allow nonemployee

around $5,000 depending on what virtualization

product is used and the
number ofdesktops. For
example,

MDM solutions

from Centrif, and Aruba
Networks require a perdevice license in addition

to management, support, and software
licensing fees. For 100 managed devices,
costs could exceed $100 per device.
These

MDM solutions

are typically sepa_

rate software suites that must be man_
aged and supported. Despite the cost,
they do not fully address ByOD issues,
while our proposed solution addresses

both the MDM and ByOD problems at a
fraction of the cost.
Excluding cost, using a software_
based MDM solution that can push
policy and track and secure devices
would be preferred. (See Figure 2.) Until
these solutions are more affordable
and

mobile device OSs are more secure, the
proposed method is a satisfactory ap_
proach to meet our requirements.
Windows 8 professional appears to
in the right direction because of
its ability to act as a traditional desktop
be a step

with domain capabilities and as a tablet
using the Metro interface. As the lines
between OSs for mobile devices, work_
stations, and hybrids become less
appar_
ent, separate management solutions
may

no longer be as necessary. Thin apps
and
browser-based apps

will

also assist

in this

regard in the future.a

be accessed from the wireless
network.
Devices may use these connections
as

users to request access to network

Wireless Nelwork Changes

entrypoints to other locations. Faculty
and staff wishing to use their personal

resources through

information and acceptance of our

The MSU wireless network currently
supports a maximum of 4,000
simulta_

a

VDI

session. User

neous device connections.
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be collected

for complete Windows authentication to
the virtual desktop.

under this rule until an MDM sorution

These users typically fail into the

will

during this process. An AD account will
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Ip

addresses

are provided through the DHCP scrvice

in

Distirrguished Narne, Group l\'lember-

Once Aruba Clear])ass has been

joining the

the Blucsocliet appliance. Mobile DHCP

deployed, rvireless devices

sen,ice rvill tre moved to

netu.ork are placed into a postLlre state

a

\\rinclou,s

DHCP sener separatc from the DHCP
sen er for n ired clients. This rvi11 reduce

irriti.rllr. ALrthctrtic.ltiott oLrtlr\ \ iJ
802.1X ar-rd is fbnt'arded orrto Clear-

the rvorkload oflvireless controllers and
other DHCP sen,ices as the number of

Pass as a

u,ireless clients increases.

tirne, LlL arP.ts: rvill interprct

RADIUS server t'here Lf)AP

authenticirtion

tirkes p1ace.

During

t1-ris

vlriott'

ship, DHCP, lt'Iac Adclress, Hostnirnte,

DNS, OS, and SQL Databases.
The r esults of these predefined
parameters can be uscd as conditions
rr

ithin

a

Boolcan t,vpe statement. Onlv

ferg ofthese

l.ill

a

be used in the beginning

to lav the groundl,ork for rvhat rve hope
to accomplish in controlling the u'ireless

changed. Separate student and facult,v/

attributes of the credentials provided,
group membcrship, thc t,vpe of device

staff broadcasts rvould nrake netu'ork

being used, and if it is ur mernber of

segmcntation for managetncnt purposes
easier, lr,hile simultaneousll' making it

the Actir.e Directorl'don'rain. Based otr

The initial plan for the facult,v/staff
nctu.ork is to determine r'r'hether the de

these attribtLtes, ClearPass completes

vice is managed by the IT staff. Devices

obr.ious to users r'vhich r-retrvork thel'

the profile and assigns

AD group membersbip
r'r,ill continue to bc the gatekeeper tbr
authentication on the back end into the

once EAP authenticirtion has completed.

database,

This process can placc pl'rones, tablets,
laptops, and so on into differerrt \rLANs,

is a necessitt'. Since all

u.ireless netrvork. For erample, an account

each r'r,ith its orr.n configured levcl of ac

bor.rr-rd

placcd into tl-re Str-Ldent-Wireless group

cess throLrgh associatcd ACLs.

n ill be preventcd from associating rvith

Device Proliling

attribute is the ideal approach fbr segregating or.rnecl der.ices from the BYOD

the facultly'staff netrvork.

The pro{iling appr:oacl-r rvith ClcarPass

Aruba ClearPass

can obtain information about endpoir-rts

For a complete BYOD or N.{DNI solution,

prior to eonrplcting

obtaining der.ice infbrn-ration is crucial.
There are not enough resources to l-randle

Connection categories

Currcnt SSID broadcasts r'vill also be

sl-rou1d access.

each BYOD case inclividualll', and even

handling unir.ersit)'-ou'r-ted clevices is
problem. Since the universitl

a

has adoptecl

an "an,v der.ice, anyrr.l-rere" approach to

netr'r,ork access control, an acceptable

a

atrl

VLAN interface

hcrtti(at ion.
ir-rc1r-rc1e:

User

netrr.ork.

can be manriall,v added to the ClearPass

but automatic provisionir-rg
Windol's ancl

N'Iac OSX r'r,orkstations are currentl.Y

to our AD don-rain, detecting this

or NIDN{ categories. A rule detecting
the FQDN name of the device ancl the
existencc of an Active Directory object

rvithin an organizirtional unit nrirtcl-ring

)

Other Duties as Assigned
Anthony Mo rdosky

(mordosky@rowan.edu)

Associate Vice PresidenVCTO, Div. 0f lnformation Resources and Techn0logy

tsYOD and NIDN4 sotution rnust "profile"

Rowan University

deviccs based on a set of criteria and tl'ren

With the opening of one medical
school and the merging of a school
of osteopathic medicine into Rowan

Clinical Systems and Project Manage-

all within the past year, the number

the more than 60 physician clinics'rve

offunctions I have has changed. Be1ow is a list of all that report through

now operate

that r'r.ill integrate u,ith our current infra
structure. Other replacemer-rts col'lsiclered

my office:

include solutions b,v Cisco, Aerohive, and
Adtran'r r \\'LAN. All urtircr'itv acce'.

.
.

ment of{ice that is required for us to
meet HIPAA comPliance on system

manage access automaticalll' basecl on

that criteria.
Nloving forr'r'ard,

r'r,e

have chosen to

proceed r.r.ith an Aruba Netrvorks product

points and r.t,ireless controllers are Cisco
prodLrcts. The Aruba ClearPass controllers
provide an important piece of

Aruba ClearPass u'ill a1lorv all devices
connecting to the rvireless net\voll( to bc
prohled based on a number of attributes'
This proliling service r.r'i11 be the prin-rar,v

Al1 infrastructure, telecom,

networking, servers, storage, desktops and laptops, workshoP for

tr secure

ancl manageable BYOD aPProach.

Network and Systems Services

.
.

ment
Support for

al1

as

EMR systems used bY
well as scheduling and

billing systems. Full project manage-

irnplementations and upgrades
Instructional Technologv
A1l academic support

including LMS,

repairs, and suPPort desk

computer labs (both PhYsical and

Enterprise Information SYstems
All administrative type applications support, including imPle-

virtual), technology-enhanced classrooms, and faculty training

mentation, ongoing maintenance, programming additional

Training staff

Information Security

source of information on the ever increas-

functionalitY, and oPerational

Training for Banner and a1l productivity software that is officially sup-

ing nurttber oI mobile dc\ ice' on our

reportillg

ported

campus.
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Figure 3. Logical wireless diagram

ClearPass determines that

the account is a member

cient security and openness for networks
in higher-education environments can be

of

the Faculty/StaflWireless

rytr

group and that the FQDN of
the device contains "msu-

]L

net2k.edu" in the hostname

i e."' I
- lr

and is located

(L

"a=z:::z{'<a:?..3,:!2
&etr

within

an

will accomplish

this. If a Windows workstation

is named

"UnivPC" and it is bound to our domain,
the FQDN should report back as UnivpC.
msunet2k.edu, with the "msunet2k.edu"

portion identilying its domain slatus.'
Student Authentication

A student connects to the Student SSID
broadcast and provides credentiais.
ClearPass pushes this request to the

RADIUS server to validate username and
password. ClearPass detects that the ac-

count is a member of the Student_WireAD group and that the device does

less

not contain our delined domain name in
the FQDN. An IP address is issued from
the student VLAN, and the student is free

to browse the Web and access assigned
internal hosts and services. Cisco ACL
rules on the wireless controller denv traf-

fic to

al1

other networks.

offer a wireless network that addresses
security concerns while allowing users

a

certain levei of freedom, no matter what

unit within Active Direc-

device they choose.

tory. ClearPass switches the
endpoint to a VLAN where

Duane Dycus is a security analyst in
information systems at Murray State
University. Reach him at ddycus2@

server. Current ACL rules on that faculty/

staff VLAN permit access to specific hosts
and servers.
The same professor then accesses the

faculty/staff network using an iPad. This
time ClearPass does not find it to be a
domain machine and detects that it is an
iOS device. The endpoint is placed into a
different faculty/staff VLAN, where ACL
rules oniy allow trafhc to the Internet
and assigned networks. The professor
at this time does not currently have a
virtual desktop assigned to him, so he

murraystate.edu.
Dr. Mike Bowman is an associate professo r of tel eco m m u n icati o ns syste m

management at Murray State, where he
teach es g rad u ate an d u n de rg rad uate
c0urses in telecommunications, information security. and c0mputer science.
Special thanks: LaMarr Baucom, rvireless
errgincer at Murray 5lale Universitv
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A professor connects to the faculty/staff

Although network

G

access

control meth-

SSiD broadcast and provides creden-
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tials using a university-owned laptop.
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802.1X authentication takes place and the
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0ther Duties as Assigned
Riny Ledgerwood
(rledgerw@mail.sdsu.edu)
Di

rector, Telecomm unications

San Diego State University

I am the project manager for the
Accessible Technology Initiative (ATI)
for our campus. This California State
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University system-wide initiative was
Iaunched in 2006 to support campuses

in delivering university programs, services, and activities that are accessible to

the entire CSU community regardless

of

disability sratus. I meet regularly wirh
the campus steering committees (for in-

structional materials, Web, and procurement) to provide leadership, support, and
accounrabiliry for SDSU ATI implemen-

tation.

We develop and update campus
plans, follow up on activities, document

progress, and file annual reports.
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0ne'S tze'Fits'All Websites Don't
Always Fit

#
&
&
&
&
&

What You Shoutd Know About
Responsive Websites

[l/hil. oft.,, ballyhooed

as a panacea

for the wide variety of computing screen
sizes company websites must accommodate, one-size-fits-all websites are actually

need to be accessible to all screen widths"'
Parker adds. "How they choose to go

about doing it will differ' But static-width
websites are going the way of dinosaurs"'

trade-off that often end up being more
trouble than theY're worth.

a

The problem: These resPonsive
w eb sites-sites that auto-sense a device's

Adds Rupinder Dhariwal, co-founder'
Creative Cranes ( www.creativecra nes'
com), a Web design firm: "We are heavily

screen size, and then resPond bY reI

I

I
I

pushing responsive websites to our new
clients and updating a lot of existing sites

configuring text and graphics to fit that
screen size-often render on desktop PCs
with ridiculously large text and other
overblown features that are tedious to

to include this functionalitY"'
PIus, by sticking with one website for
all screen sizes, institutions can generally save on design costs compared to
attempting to maintain one site for desk-

wade through.
I

t

"I

have been to many websites of

companies that have not adapted

big

for

responsive design," says Sean B' Jamshidi'
owner, DesignFacet (www'designfacet'
com), who has been designing websites

for years and has li'tle love for responsive
Web design. "There must be a reason
why."
The Good...
The impetus behind the approach makes
sense. Web designers using responsive
design take great pains to ensure that
an1'thing that appears on a website of

minimalist mobile website in addition to a site designed to be viewed on a
desktop," prior to the rise ofresponsive
a

design, says Dan Goldstein, president'
Page 1 Solutions (www.pagelsolutions'

com),

a

Web design firm' "While Google

had originally stated that this was a good
option, more recently Google has made
clear that resPonsive is better'"

Cyndi Miller, CEO, Miller Public
Relations, which offers Web design

as

part of its services, adds, "For our clients'
responsive Web develoPment is our
current standard ofpractice' It's not an

tops and laptops, a second for tablets' and
a

third for smartPhones'

"Updates are also easier to apply to
versions for all screen resolutions, since

upcharge or an add-on. It's part of every
Web design package we offer' That's how

vital we believe it to be'"

there is no need to work on multiPle
website versions," says Michael Dobkowski, president' Glacial Multimedia, a Web

...the Bad and the UglY
Even so, generally speaking, the problem
dealing with the "tyranny of the tiny"-or

design firm.

ensuring that every website design looks
good on the smallest of smartphones-is

In addition, a single website generally
translates into higher rankings on the
search engines, given that all the traffic

that responsive sites often render as
ridiculous monstrosities on desktops and
on
Iaptops, and are often difflcult to use

to your institution goes to one location
on the Web. Split up your presence with

bigger screens.

In addition to poster-sized headlines'
you 11 often find that responsive websites

traditional size will look good on the

three websites-traditional, tablet' and
mobile-and search engines like Google

smallest of screens-even a smartphone'
"When I reworked the Milligan Col-

will split the traffic ratings to your pres-

blank space-space that you must scroll

ence on the Web three waYs'

through with repeated spins on your
that
mouse when using a desktop PC but
smartphone'
a
on
usually looks just fine
Plus, responsive websites that need

"I

spring
lege website to be responsive in the

of 2Ol2,the visual design of the site
didn't change," saYs Thomas W' Parker'
ColWeb manager and designer, Milligan
problege. "In fact, most desktop users
But it
ably never noticed the difference'
mobile
our
to
difference
of
made a world
users.

colleges/universities want to stay
they
competitive in their online presence'

"If

have been building responsive sites

a year alreadyJ' says Edwin James
a
Lynch, manager, Geoffrey Multimedia'
for
Web design firm that updates websites

for

universities. "They work everl'where'"
indusAlso, some big guns in the tech
when
"a11
in'
Google-are

try-including
it

comes to responsive Web

design"'Many

website marketing firms had provided

by Joe DYsart

make generous use of wide swaths

of

to feature a great deal of text-including descriptions, college backgrounders'
student testimonials, and so on-also
often look more like train wrecks than
anything else on a desktoP'

)
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One glaring exampie: On a desktop
PC, the text on a responsive site often
runs

that look better suited for a childrent
book than for a company trying to

the full length of a 23,, screen, so it will
shrink down nice and tidy when viewed
on a smartphone screen. For the mobile

page, and

user, that's convenient, since the respon_
sive website reconfigures text margins

you'11 be treated

market to other businesses. Ctick for
more detail to the site,s..Our projects,,,

to one-sentence project
descriptions that take four times longer
to read on a desktop than they normally

screen. But for the desktop

user, trying to read a sentence 23 inches
long is not nearly as much fun_unless
you're a giraffe.

with Schoology (www.schoology.com), a
learning management system, and an
avid
advocate of responsive design: ,,Often,
so much emphasis is placed on mobile
devices and making the site look good

on a phone or tablet that designers will
overlook extremely large monitors and fail
Incredibly, the scores of designers
championing responsive Web design
are either unaware of the unacceptable
usabiiity they,re creating for desktop and
laptop users or they,re silently willing to
sacrifice desktop and laptop usability
all
in the name of the iphone and related
trendables.

,,It

kinda becomes a fanatical point
of view that they keep about their work,,,
says DesignFacet,s

..They

posters on a desktop pC, you,ll love this

blog. Otherwise, not so much.
Meanwhile, you'll find similar, un_
necessarily overblown text and graphics
at another website showcased by Media
Queries as the ideal of responsive Web
design: the site for The Next Web (http:ll
thenextweb.com/). Ironically enough, the
Next Web is a magazine, conference, and

education company that reportedly stays
on the "bleeding edge" of where the Web
is headed.

Other designs heralded by Media
Queries that leave many desktop users
scratching their heads: Build (http://
www.buildwindows.com/), a site for a
Microsoft-sponsored trade show; paid to
Exist (http://paidtoexist.com), a personal
growth site; and Modo Design Group
(http://mododesigngroup.com/),

for example, an ever_expanding gallery

design firm.

Web design has to offer advanced by
the
responsive Web design community,

in fact

showcases dozens of examples
of company
Web presences that, when viewed
on desk_
tops, are simply bad.

The Repubtic of euatity (www.
republicofquality.com/), for example,

a

Web design and marketing firm whose
site
is featured prominently on Media

eueries
shining example of responsive Web
design done right, is actually emblem_
atic of everlthing that is wrong
with the

34

Ditto for The Republic of eualityt
blog: If you like blogs that look more like

Iamshidi.
design
more for themselves than for the client.,,
Media eueries (http://mediaqueri.es),

ofthe best and brightest that responsive

Comscore (www.comscore.com), which
has been chronicling the Web's evolution

should because the text and linespacing is
unnecessarily gigantic.

Says Russel Uresti, a Web developer

to design for them."

Unfortunately, on that point, the
statistics tell a starkly different story.
In an April 2012 study conducted by

you'll find text that runs the

full length of a 23" desktop screen. plus,

to

fit a palm-sized

they say. And any rational designer, they
insist, must proceed with a,,mobile first,,
strategy.

a Web

for many years, 91.g percent of all devices
connected to the Web were pCs. Only 5.2
percent of that traffic was from smart_
phones surfing the Web. As for tablets:
a paltry 2.5 percent of that category of
device was actually accessing the Web
during the study period.

Granted, there have been millions of
smartphones and tablets shipped since
4pri12012. But even so, Deloitte (www.
deloitte.com), the market research firm,
predicts that for 2013, more than g0
percent of all the surfing on the Web will

still be done on desktop and laptop pCs,
according to Iolyon Barker, managing
director of global technology, media, and
telecommunications at Deloitte.
Put another way: Sure, there are
plenty of people with smartphones tag_
ging the Net for a minute or so while
waiting in line for their latte at Starbucks.
But any serious and substantial use of the
Web

will continue to be overwhelmingly

done on desktops and laptops.

Conclusion

Herei

the bottom line: The next time a
[apweb
designer
shows up at your institutop users regarding usability. .lrumpio*
tron,
promising
to build you a stateof responsive web design of,en insist that
bad responsive Web design is an indict- of-the-art, responsive website that will
deliver a consistent and optimized user
ment more of the designer behind the
website than the responsive Web desisn experience across the wide variety of
devices and platforms that web surfers
method. "RWD, like anything, can be
use'
make sure you read the fine print.
done well or it can be done poorlx',
savs
'
Fortunately, if you're reading it on a
Milligan Colleget parker.

when chaltenged by desktop and

responsive website,

Story

it'll most likely

be the

as a

The NUmbers,

design approach.

web design proponents
maintain that given the frenzied
proliferation of smartphones and

Visit the homepage for the company,
and you,ll find bloated text and
graphics

mobile is the de facto standard. The
days ioedysart.com. web; www.joeayiai.com.
of desktops and laptops are numbered,
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Responsive

also

tabrets,

size of a wooly mammoth.

Joe Dysart is an lnternet speaker
and
,onrultant based in Manhat_
tan. voice: (646) 2fi-4dig
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lnstitutional Excellence Award 2013
Future Proofing 0ur Network: Sewanee's
Wireless and Network lnfrastructure Project
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lnstitutional

Excellence Award
{p is sponsored hy
{8 Windstream.
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The University of the South's

In the winter of 2012,ITS par-

Information Technology Services (ITS)

ticipated in the Measuring Informa-

team is responsible for the campus

management of access control. Recently,

tion Services Outcomes (MISO) survey
(www.misosurvey.org), a nationally
recognized annual survey of library and
IT resources and services at liberal arts
institutions across the country. The item
that uniformly received the greatest level

ITS carried out a major overhaul of the

of dissatisfaction among all constituents

computing infrastructure, wired and
wireless networks, voice networks (IP
and cellular), and database management,
as

well as the security of the institutional

campus wireless and wired network

was wireless connectivity. Wireless also

infrastructure. This carefully conducted

consistently ranked as one of our most

Wireless and Network Infrastructure

important services.

Project (WNIP) with its campuswide
impact on teaching, learning, and overall

other significant areas that needed atten-

operation of the institution was the focus

tion, including encryption/decryption,

of this submission for an Institutional

threat detection, attack prevention, policy

Excellence Award.

enforcement, and compliance reporting,

Getting Started

none of which was available on the exist-

Over a period of about 18 months, we

identified current and future challenges
that had to be met in order to provide
a

robust, secure, environment that was

ready to support the bring-your-owndevice (BYOD) culture. The physical

infrastructure of the university informa-

tion network was in serious need of

a

major upgrade and expansion. Faculty,
students, and staff were requesting
increased network speed, bandwidth

capacitp and ubiquitous network access.
The aging cable plant was not robust
enough to deliver streaming multimedia, teaching and learning applications,
and high-speed access to research and
scholarship. In addition, many smaller
specialty student residence houses and

dormitories were without direct access,
or had severely limited access, to the
university network.

ditionally, we established user types and
profiles allowing securiry on the wireless
network by using Microsoft's Active

Directory (AD) authentication.
Our rural setting and the nature of
the town of Sewanee being situated within the larger university-owned domain
made this project especially unique. Our

Beyond the survey, we identified

ing wireless network.
ITS had been working for several
years to upgrade the university network

using limited operational funds. This
piecemeal approach resulted in our

making very limited headway in realizing
any significant improvement across the

Figure 1. Sewanee: The University of the South is a
national liberal arts university l\cated between Chat-

campus as a whole. It became apparent to

tanooga and Nashville, Tennessee. 0ur1 3,000-acre

decision makers that a more comprehen-

Domain (as the campus and surrounding area is
known), provides a remarkable academic and recre-

sive approach would be necessary.

In luly 2012, because they deemed
this to be a high-priority objective, the
Board of Tiustees approved $900,000
(bond initiative) to be used to upgrade
the wired and wireless networks. The

overall goals and objectives of the
upgrade were to foster a BYOD environ-

ment, to allow for greater mobilitS and,
most importantly, to improve teaching
and learning opportunities through more

bandwidth and greater coverage. Ad-

ational resource, and an unparalleled place in which to
study and reflect.
The university has had 26 Rhodes Scholars as
well as 27 NCAA Postgraduate Fellows, 42 Watson
Fellows, and dozens of Fulbright Scholars, and has an
acceptance rate to graduate and professional schools
that far outpaces its peers. The School of Theology
has added to its alumni ranks countless bishops,
including three of the last four presiding bishops of
the Episcopal Church. Sewanee offers 36 majors,
32 minors, and 15 special programs, along with
pre-medicine, pre-nursing, prelaw, and pre-business.
It is imperative that the technology we offer be as
advanced as our students.

campus is located across 13,000 acres on

ity. The wireless network was planned to

top ol the Cumberland Plateau, in a very

cover approximately 1.3

rural area of Tennessee. The university
network covers the central campus and is

feet of interior campus building space.
Planned outdoor coverage would include

critical to our students due to our loca-

the major athletic fields and stands,

tion away from other network options

common gathering areas, and maior

such as a local Starbucks or an

AI&T

academic buildings, residence halls,

million square

and outdoor areas. Providing robust
wireless technology assists in the ef-

fort to recruit and retain students and

4.

pedestrian walkways.

accommodate 4 to 5 devices Per student and build a truly BYOD-ready

Wi-Fi hotspot.
Furthermore, student engage-

environment.

ment happens outside the classroom in
many venues through relationships and

interaction with the community. The

community environment contributes
immeasurably to students' personal and
academic experiences. Enabling students

to work beyond the traditional classroom
setting has been identified as a strategic
university initiative.
The
cess

top-notch staff and faculty.
Provide enough wireless densityto

\IINIP provides improved ac-

to campus servers and information

systems, online course materials, and the

Internet, including the many electronic
journals, databases, streaming music, and
video collections licensed by the library.
The project provides wireless coverage

for the academic quad areas and the
athletic fields for "beyond the walls"

Figure 2. Typical Weekly Communication via e-Mail

Join us in the excitement...spread the good
news...our NEW wireless system is NOW active

in the following locations:
Bishop's Common
duPont Library
Gorgas Dorm
Hamilton Hall Complex
Hunter Dorm
Quintard Dorm
Spencer Hall
TN Williams Theatre
Tirckaway Dorm

Pro cesses and Partnership s

The success of the project hinged on the
processes we utilized, as well as key

part-

nerships we forged during the implemen-

tation of the project. Some of these are
highlighted here:

1.

The RFI process involved proposals

from five wireless vendors plus

the trials of each product. The

right

solution had to provide Wi-Fi and
enhanced network capacity to over
80 buildings, and provide security

and role-based access. The scope

Walsh-Ellett

included academic and administrative

Woods Lab

buildings, student residences, recre-

Other buildings will come online soon, but
there is sti1l LOTS of work to be done. We

ational spaces, and outdoor venues.

will

In addition, the infrastructure as well
as building switches (27) had to be
upgraded to gigabit capacity. Upon

continue the trenching, adding interior cable,
and installing new netvvork switches in

wiring

learn i ng and recreational experiences.

closets before the wireless access points can

Planning, Leadership, and Management

be hung. ALL of this

Support

next few months. For a DETAILED view of the

be over 8 miles of (12,24,48) sngle

scope of the project click on the following link:

mode fiber pulled to 37 buildings, 10

Building Status Report

miles of category 6 cable pulled to

Planning and Scope
The University of the South's data net-

work was identified
assets: the

as

over 600 indoor wireless access points

having four basic

wired infrastructure (internal

(increasing fr om 269 access points)

Project Goals

and external copper plant, external fiber

The primary goals of this project were:

optic plant), the wireless infrastructure
(controllers and access points), network

1.

core electronic equipment), and external

bandwidth connectivity. This network

media, and today's students expect

supports 35 dormitories/houses,

technology, robust Internet connec-

7

I administrative

tions, and interactivity. The pervasive

buildings, and 25 multi-use buildings. The university utilizes a wireless

use of technology is reshaping the

campus experience

2.

specialized language buildings to a larger
fiber backbone for nerwork connectiv-

as

we know it.

Provide mobility for teaching, learning,
and other academic and recreational

mately 20 smaller dormilory, sorority, or
campus building that is linked to the

tion in over 80 campus buildings,2

Increase network capacity in order to

portunities for students on campus.
Our faculty and students utilize digital

distribution system (WDS) with pointto-point and bridging to join approxi-

plus 45 outdoor units and installamiles of trenching, and approximately

enhance teaching and learning op-

equipment (building electronics and

academic buildings, I

completion of the project, there will

will continue over the

3.

2.5 miles of conduit laid. We also

considered and have an upgrade path

to 802.1 lac. Aruba Networks was selected as our partner for the wireless

network.

2.

Another aspect ofthis project was
our partnership with

AI&l

4G cellular site was installed

where

a

within
In

the confines of our carillon tower.

addition, the university installed more

activities anywhere (indoors or outdoors) on the central campus.

than 40 outside Wi-Fi access points

Improve coverage, reliability, and
performance across the university's

campus for the Passpoint standards

for outside coverage, preparing the
architecture (known

as

Wi-Fi A1-

liance CERTIFIED passpoint", ).

This effort was broken into three areas:

The university Internet connection
is provided by NetTn (the state of
Tennessee education network). We

ings, where we found it more economical

Allot NetEnforcer to accommo-

to utilize ITS staff.

date this expansion and are ready for
gigabyte access.

3.

We evaluated fixed mobile technology and continued our discussion

ofvarious opportunities in an effort
to provide a seamless

handoff for cellular and
wireless outside or inside

essential component. In addition, ITS

points. Everlthing was outsourced with
the exception of work in smaller build-

increased our bandwidth from 250 to
750 megabytes/second. We purchased
a new

fiber terminations would stay within the
projected schedule. Scheduling was an

trenching, cable installation and termination, and installation ofwireless access

In addition, cable installations,
closet terminations, and all the network
switches were planned to be installed by
our internai technical support group.
This was done in advance of budget

considered co-location points with the

AT&T cellular project and rhe physical
plant chiller addition, cutting costs by
sharing trenches.
Phase four: Installation ofwireless access
points and network switches, which also

involved the creation of acceptable-use
policies, creating authentication profiles,
as

well as setting up and establishing the

Figure 3. Left to right: Joe Harrington, Awards committee chair; Gino schlichting
and Jeanne
Jansenius lrom Sewanee: The lJniversity of the South; Chuck Ftahefty, Windstream (sponsor
of the award); and Jennifer Van Horn, ACIJTA president, at the 42nd Annual Conference.

our buildings.

4.

software system(s).

Components of
phase

We leveraged our instal-

four in-

cluded:

lation of Active Directory

.

in provisioning mobile

Install and

configure two 6000

and desktop devices

controllers that

based on their network
access

new management

manage authenti-

profile.

cation, encryption,

Promotion ol Technology
and Maturity ol Eflort

and virtual private
network (VPN)

ThePlan

connections.

Due to the size and complex-

.

ity of the project, planning

configure ClearPass

and active involvement of
the whole university com-

to establish policy

munity was essential. Interruption of service, trenching,

the provisioning

management and

and wireless access points had to be

planned around classroom schedules,
as

of

devices for secure

cabling, and installation of new switches

well

Install and

as

the need for residential privacy.

Planning began 18 months prior to
the implementation of the WNIP. During
this process, we analyzed and assessed the

planning so we could estimate funding

network access and posture assessment.

requirements and internal staff respon-

.

sibilities. Of course, all crews fell under

management software provides user loca-

Install and configure AirWave. This

the supervision of our ITS technical

tion and mapping, real-time monitoring,

staff. Our vendor partners included these

proactive alerts, historical reporting, and

companies:

.

Digital Group (DG), Nashville, TN:

efficient troubleshooting.
Project Progression

entire network (wireless and wired) and

Installation of cable, fiber, and fiber

The project began with research on the

all the peripheral equipment linked to

terminations

future of wired and wireless networking

the network. This included mapping our
current network and the creation of the
NEW network map (underground cable,
conduit, in-building cable plant, and
wireless heat maps).
Project Phases
Phase

one: lustification for funding for

network expansion to the university's
Budget Priorities Committee and the
Board of Tiustees for $900,000.
Phase two: We developed

multiple RFIs.

.

Communication Contractors, Inc.
(CCITN), Kingston Springs, TN: Trench-

ing and installation of conduit for fiber

technology. The objective was to future
proof our network infrastructure and
to improve the overall Wi-Fi and wired

.

Aruba Wireless, Nashviile, TN: Wire-

network experience at the university.

less

vendor

The infrastructure is permanent, but the

.

Excalibur Integrated Systems, Inc.,

devices and applications

will evolve with

Chattanooga, TN: Installation of the

technological trends and improvements.

600+ indoor and outdoor APs

This project will provide greater density

Coordination of vendors
over a four-month period so trench-

less and wired service on the university

ing, cable installation, and copper and

campus for years to come as the pathways

Phase three:

and increased capacity and improve wire-

Figure 4. Two levels of wireless authentication

weekly e-mail notices of work
Access Level
Secu re

Users

Tvpe of Devices

Current employees

Any type of device, but controlled

and students only

by user-defined profiles within the
Aruba ClearPass Product

Guest

well as offering a
link to our Google calendar to
keep classroom disruPtion at a
minimum and dormitorY life as

locations,

Anyone, but must

Any type of device, but can only

register every 7 days

access the lnternet

as

normal as possible. We Periodically reviewed and maintained
the scope of the project via an

are permanently in place

for future

color

expansions.

was completed, the columns were

Nine months Prior to develoPing
the plan to upgrade the network, Active

coded. Our technical support person reviewed each day's plans with our vendors,

Directory was brought online. Although
this was a separate ITS project, having

thus controlling the quality of the project
and keeping the project's Progress on

this in place allowed users to easily au-

target. Coordination among vendors was

thenticate on the Sewanee Secure wireless
netrvork. The use of organizational units
(OUs) within Sewanee's Active Directory
structure simplified the configuration of
security settings within the Aruba wire-

tication simple with two access levels.
(See Figure 4.) During the implementa-

social media tools to educate our audi-

tion period we kept the old Sewanee
SSID, making it easier for everyone to

for instant feedback, which helped us
respond quickly to issues. We encouraged

connect to the network. This decision

everyone in the university community

kept down any major frustrations during

to notiff us with questions or alert us of
potential conflicts prior to the begin-

The planning of the cellular tower in
the middle of the campus was another
necessary

link in our complete mobility

solution for our campus. Contract ne-

ence. This provided them an

opportunity

ning of each week's work during the
multiple phases of the project. The type
of impact expected during the construc-

tion phase and the locations affected were

gotiations began eighteen months prior

also noted. As buildings came online,

to the beginning of the WNIP, but this

we produced posters and published help

part of the overall plan to improve
mobility.
The trenching, wiring upgrades, and
wireless access point installations began

desk locations and associated numbers.

in August 2012, with the expected project

to be connected to secure servers behind

completion of March 2013.

the firewall.

was a

0uality, Perlormance, and Productivity
Measurements

Although this project originated in the
ITS division, this was a collaborative
project, the success ofwhich has required
ITS to work with the entire campus and

our local community residents. Communication was-and remains-critical to
our success. We have been broadcasting
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Cost, Benelit, and Risk AnalYsis
One of the noted benefits of this project
was the provisioning of the single-

mode fiber backbone

as

the core of our

netlvork, making it simpler to change
out switches in wiring closets and new
wireless access points at the edge. The

ability to offer state-of-the-art technology
anyarhere in the enterprise will sustain
future developments. When coupled
with the addition of management tools,

catching

page and a Twitter account so students,

faculty, and staff could easily see our
progress. At the same time, we used these

the conversion process.

year.

ITS will be proactive instead of reactive
critical. This included reviewing the floor
to our end users, which will allow us to
plans and maps, as well as being available
plan for the next technological advanceas a resource for each building's layout.
ment, rather than being in a position of
Additionally, we created a Facebook
up.

installation. The decision was made
by our team to keep the wireless authenless

38

Excel spreadsheet. As each area

experiences assisting their peers, and ITS
will conduct the MISO survey every other

Faculty and students were encouraged to

login to the secure profile not only to take
advantage of the increased speed, but also

After the completion of the project, we planned to revisit each area and

perform

a

post-project survey. This

Financial resources are tight on

a1l

university campuses, and the need for
a cost-effective

solution was essential.

Our new wireless system will allow for
growth in a manner that is fiscally sound.
With the AC and Passpoint technology
opportunities, we will be advancing at
minimal cost impact and very limited
disruption in service because our Aruba
controllers will be compatible. 802.11n
technology supports up to 40MHz channel bonding and up to 4 spatial streams.
Second generation 802.llac

will support

up to 160MHz channel bonding and up
to 8 spatial streams. Recently, Aruba
Networks, Inc., announced that its wireless

LAN solution has been certified for

interoperability by the Wi-Fi Alliance@
for their Wi-Fi CERTIFIED PasspointrM
Program. We made the decision not to
use a distributed antenna system, but to

work on interfacing with the Passpoint
architecture.
Customer Salislaclion/Results To Date

wireless location and analyze activity at

Although we view this project as an ongoing effort due to inevitable technologi-

student gathering points. Heat maps and

cal changes and upgrades, we consider

floor plans were to be updated in the

the WNIP project a success. Single-mode

AirWave database, an ongoing process. In

fiber has been placed and terminated to

would allow us to perform tweaks at each

ALL major buildings on campus, assuraddition, our student technology assistants will provide feedback based on their ing we will be ready for future network

enhancements. Wiring closets har.e been

CleirrPass

r-rpdated r'vith nert, rlatir srvitches, aging

authenticate fhcult1,, staff, stuclents, and

entire campus from classroonts to dorm

and obsolete copper

and ncu rr irirrg,;rdded lor frrlulc rr'e.

netr.ork. fhis centralized
platlorm allorvs us to manage access for

All of our fiber is

all users and der.ices. Lr adclition, lr.e are

not only enhance the cducational
expericnce, but continue to bring satisfaction to our users.

hers

bccn rcplaced,

nor,r. safel,v

pulled in

us to easily and secr-irely

a11or'r.s

the nefi,r,ork. Seamless co\.erage across the

guests to our

roon-rs

r'r,i11

condtLit and easilv accessible fbr repair or

irblc to discover all cler.ices on the net-

upgrade. \Ne havc a secllre wireless nct-

lr,ork-laptops, snrartphones, tablets, and stLrdent technologv assistant program for
printers-and get contextual information the universitr., noted that "students using the

rvork that r'vill allor,v our facultr., staff, and
students to bc more productive from just
about anyrvhere on thc core camplrs.

Our stuclents are arrivitrg on calnpus
rvitl'r multiple devices, including laptops,
smartphones, iPads, XBox,

\\'ii

units, and

more.'l'his puts an additional loacl on
thc netrvork. An important part of this
project is to allorv our students eas),access,

but provide

a secure

network. Arltba

Dar.id Syler, the coordir-rator of the

about them. ClearPass auton'ratica111. classifies and storcs

t1-ris

inforrnation r'r,ithin

truly use rvireless for

ever,vthingl Dor'r,nloading updates, upload

proliles that are used to enforce netrvork

ing photos, ancl rvatching videos (r'r,ithor-rt
the vicleo pausing) are a1l norv just as f:rst on

access policies.

\\Ie havc obscrr.cd an immediate
iuc.rease

secure connection can

lvireless, and that is au.esomel"

in satisfaction from our stuclents,

facult1., and staff. \'risitors are also fincling

it easier to register on oLlr nct\\,ork, rvhich
makes it easier fbr ITS staff to monitor

Contact: Vicki Sells, Associate Provost for
lnformation Technology Services and University Librarian, vsells@sewanee.edu.

0ther Duties as Assigned
DOU

g WeSt

(dwest@richmond.edu)

Assistani Vice President, Telecom, Multimedia, User Services
University of Richmond
IS at the University of Richmond includes

all IT services as well as the library. We are
very ceniraiized, which can be "pro" from
the standpoint of supporting standards

in the enterprise, but then there are occasional "cons" in terms of the special needs

.

.

Control systems operation: videoswitching capabilities in athletics and

Support for emergency communi-

cations on campus and managementl

theater spaces

support of our mass communications
product (Blackboard Connect)

.
.

managing the security cameras on campus

special venues such as performance

.

Closed circuit operation

Digitalsignageieiectronicrnenu

Although the fina1 responsibilities for
to our Campus Police, the speclca-

boards

fa11

User services/help desk

bling/installation, etc.. are mine.

pretty thin. My responsibiiities include:

.
.

Computer hardware and software

Like many of my peers, I think that some

.

support (PC and MAC), including

of my greatest challenges relate to the

sight of voice services on campus and a

oversight of antivirus use on campus;

number of ACD/cal1 center environments

installation work; upgrades and patch

administrative demands of a large IT
organization. Budgeting, project plan-

.

management; printers / scanners, etc.

ning, surveying/assessing, etc., ail take

.

great amount of time. It's easy to get stuck

in all ofthe schools/disciplines, especially
in research-intensive areas. We get spread
Telecommunications,includingor.er-

Cable TV services lor the canrpus, in

ciuding support for all of the TVsldisplays

ITprocurement/assetmanagement,

a

voice, data, catv, and security cable, and

including software management. We
manage a central software budget for

behind the desk and become a little disconnected from what's happening in the

fiber distribution on campus

the university focused mainly on enter-

.

Coordination of cellular services programs lor the university community: we
resell services to the facultyistaff (depart-

prise applications (i.e., MS, Blackboard),

trenches. This is where organizations like
ACUTA bring so much value to us; it con-

ments)

software apps.

.

Allinfrastructureresponsibilities,

as

well as students

age licenses

campus: classroom technology; videotap-

ing of lectures; A/V support for special

and software assets on campus is one

evenls on campus

our greatest "administrative" resource

Multimedia and A/V support for the

as

for many non-enterprise

.
.

.

nects me lvith others in my boat,

but we also purchase/support/man-

as

well

with managers and others doing real

tech work, and sharing real info, lessons
learned, etc. I need resources like ACUTA

Recycle and disposal

to keep up. And then there is the "work

Proper management of hardware

of

harder, work smarter, and work more"
strategy

as we11l

commitments
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ls

there an application or program that resolved some really tough issue for you?

For 2OL4, lhe lournol will consider some very interesting topics:

Be a part of
ACUTA history...

Write for the
Journql in 2074!

.
o
o
.

Spring: lPv6, SIP Trunking, and Other Upgrades
Summer: Funding the Enterprise: Managing Money and More
Fall: Campus Technoogy Profile 2014
Winter: Maintaining Security and Privacy in a Very public World

You are cordially invited to share your own campus story with other members via lhe ACUTA Journol. lf
you don't have time to write it, just contact editor Pat Scott at pscott@acuta.org, and she will connect you

with someone who will work with you to get this done.
It's an opportunity for excellent visibility and recognition for your school, your department, and yourself.
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Change Management
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